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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

This report is the result of a preliminary study on the conversion of solar

energy with solid state devices. The study was carried out to investigate

the possibility of a solar energy research project at the Eindhoven University

of Technology, in the field of solid state physics. Two main areas of research

were identified at the start of this study: the conversion of solar energy

into electrical energy by means of solar cells and the conversion of solar

energy with selective surfaces into thermal energy.

Solar cells are treated in Chapter 3. In this chapter the physics, types and

economic aspects of solar cells are briefly reviewed. The conclusion is

drawn that a research project on silicon solar cells is justified and a

proposal for research on silicon solar cells is formulated.

In Chapter 4 selective surfaces for solar-to-thermal energy systems are

considered. After a survey of thermal systems, i.e. systems which convert

solar energy into heat, theoretical, experimental and economic aspects of

such systems are considered and a project is proposed.

Most developing countries are located in regions receiving a relatively high

amount of solar radiation and this form of energy may thus be especially

important to these countries. In Chapter 6 the use of solar energy in

developing countries is considered. Chapter 6 is mainly devoted to a review

of some important papers and reports on this subject; in the last section

the possibilities of cooperation between a developed and a developing country

are considered.

The remaining chapters deal with related subjects. In Chapter 2 some

general aspects of solar energy, such as the solar radiation distribution on

the surface of the earth, the amount of sunlight reaching the earth and its

distribution as a function of wavelength are presented. Some aspects of

storage are given in Chapter 5.

References are given at the end of this report. Since each chapter was

written separately and not in consecutive order, the references have been

numbered separately for each chapter; each reference number consists of

three numerals, the first of which is the same as the number of the chapter

in which the reference is quoted.
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CHAPTER 2 GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE USE OF SOLAR ENERGY

2. I Solar spectrum and solar constant.

Solar energy conversion processes are usually wavelength-dependent. Thus it

is important to know the distribution of solar energy as a function of the

wavelength. In Fig.2.1.1 the solar spectral irradiance curve is given.

SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE (NASA STANDARD)
024 ,--------r--------,.------.,...-------,.

2.2.22.01812 1.4 16

WAYELENGTH (MiclIIIlSl
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7•.161--+--~-+_-----...,.------+_-----__i
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Fig. 2.1.1 The standard solar spectral irradiance curve, 0.2 to 2.6).1'.

(after Thekaekara [201] J.

The curve in Fig. 2.1.1 is given in numerical form in Table 2.1.1.

These curves are valid for sunlight outside the atmosphere. For terrestrial

applications atmospheric conditions, daily variations and seasonal influences

should be taken into account. Absorption by ozone and water vapour and

scattering by dust particles are important in this aspect. Since the solar

spectrum on the surface of the earth is dependent on the angle 0 of the sun

with the zenith, it is usual to define this condition as air mass sec 0. For

the sun in the zenith the air mass becomes air mass I. It is usual to denote

sunlight outside the atmosphere as air mass 0 sunlight or AMO sunlight.

In Fig.2.1.2 the solar spectral irradiance at sea level for different

air masses is given. This curve was calculated by Moon [202] in 1940;

it is interesting to note the difference between Moon's AMO curve and the

curve in Fig.2.1.1; it is given here to show the influence of the atmosphere.

The total solar radiation received at normal incidence and at the mean solar

distance is called the solar constant. The most recent value is given by

Thekaekara [201] : 1353 W/m2; it should be compared with the value of 1322 wI
given by Moon in 1940 [202] •

Moon calculated the total amount of solar energy on earth for different
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air masses; in his calculations the same conditions are used as given in the

subscript of Fig.2.1.2. These values are presented in Table 2.1.2. The

values given in this table should be used only as an indication, cince

neither the solar constant nor the distribution of the energy over the

wavelengths is correct; this can be seen by comparing the values of Moon

with those of Thekaekara.
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Fig. 2.1.2 The solar i~~adiance calculated at sea level for air masses

of 1 to 5 and the foUowing paramete~s: total p~essU1'e 760 mm~

water vapour pressure 20 mm~ 300 scattering particles per cm3~

ozone pressure 2.8 mm. (After Moon [202]).

Table 2.1.2 Calculated soZar i~radiation at sea level (afte~ Moon 1202] )

Total

>.

_________ ,-',; = 0 _ ~ ~__J 2 3 4 ~
(U9-0.-lD!' 9-l.6 -l0.1 19.8 10.0 5·4 2·7
o.-lQ-o.jO .''-l0.o -l19.j 32j.8 258.6 2°5.8 Ib3·7
0.70-1.1 365.-l 309.2 26j.5 233.-l 205. 1 181.5
1.1 -1.5 162.5 95.3 jO.-l 57·0 48.1 40 .7
1..1 -1.9 j2.8 5°,8 -l5·1 41.0 3H.o 35.2
1.9 -~ 86.8 12.8 9.2 j.S 6·5 .1.8

1322 927'9--;~~1 6oj·5
L..- .c.-__--'- ---'~__-'- ---'- , _
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Table 2.1.1 Solar spectral irradiance - standard curve (after Thekaekara[201]).

- wavelength in micrometer.

E~ - Solar Ipectral irradiance averaged over Imall bandwidth centered at ~. in W m-
2 ~-l

Eo_~ _ Integrated Bolar irradiance in the wavelength range 0 to ~. in W m-
2

Do_\ - Percentege of Boler conltant allociated with wavelengths Ihorter than ~

Solar con,tant - 1353 Wm-2

Note. line. indicate change in wavelength interval of integration
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Fig. 2.2.1 Annual global radiation in kilojouZes.cm-2.year-1 (after B.de Jong

[203] and eh. Perrin de Brichambaut [204]).
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Not only does the position of the sun influence the total amount of solar ener

reaching the surface of the earth: it is also affected by climatic conditions.

In Fig.2.2.) the annual global radiation received by a horizontal surface is

given. From this figure it can be seen that the highest insolation occurs

in desert regions, and not at the equator.

The amount of solar radiation is also dependent on time, and this time

dependence is different for different locations. Fluctuations occur both on

500 r-----r---,---....-----,-----r--,----r---,----,---.---r---,

400~-------~~o;;;:----------___j

<of

5 300~-----~~-----~~---------j
........
ni
u

(1)

~ 200~----.1-------------~-------j....
(1)

>
nI
?:' 1501-------I----------------r-------j
°cu
"0

1001----I---------------T"-------j

80~-_I_---------------r--_____t

60~_I_--------------------t--_j

40~-------------------~~

Fig.2.2.2 Annual v~:ation of the average daily total global radiation

intensity at Wageningen for the period 1931-1953 (after

De Vries [205] J

a daily scale and on a yearly basis. The latter variation is illustrated in

Fig. 2.2.2 for Wageningen, the Netherlands. This figure shows that the

amount of radiation received in January and December is approximately one

tenth of that in July.

The data presented here suffice for rough calculations, but for more accurate

calculations actual measurements of the solar radiation should be used. It

should be noted that the efficiency of solar systems is often dependent on

tIle solar radiation level: thermal systems, for example, do not operate below

a certain level of irradiation.
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2.3 The USe of solar-to-electrical energy conversion systems in the Netherlands

In this section a rough calculation will be given to show the potential of

solar energy in the Netherlands. It is assumed that solar energy will be

converted into electrical energy by means of solar cells with a converS10n

efficiency of 10%.

In 1972 the total energy consumption in the Netherlands was 730 • 1012 Wh, or

730 TWh. Of this amount, 16.3% was used for the generation of electrical energy;

conversion and transmission losses amounted to 11.4% and the total electrical

energy consumption thus was 5% or 36 !Wh.

The annual solar radiation is assumed to be 360 kJ.cm-2.year-1 or
-2 -I100 Wh.cm •year • Using these figures one can calculate that an area of

360 sq.km or 1% of the total area of the Netherlands is needed to generate

this electrical energy. This shows that there is sufficient solar energy even

in the Netherlands to play an important role in electrical energy consumption.

However, this calculation is too simple; fluctuations should be taken into

account, as has been pointed out in the previous section. When designing a

system it is better to incorporate from the start additional power sources

and storage so as not to become too dependent on the wheather.

The situation in the regions near the equator, between latitudes 300 N and

300S, is considerably better: the total amount of solar radiation is higher

and the fluctuations are lower. It should be noted that many of the developing

countries are located in this region, as has been pointed out above.

2.4 Units

In publications on solar energy different units are used. For energy the

units BTU (British Thermal Unit), Wh, kWh, cal, kJ and J are often encountered.

Similar problems exist for other quantities. Some of the more important

conversion factors are given in Tables 2.4.1 to 2.4.4. Other units that

are often encountered are of the form: unit of energy per unit of area

or unit of energy per unit of time and area. The conversion units in this

case will not be given here, since they can easily be calculated from the

TabZe 2.4.1 Conversion factors for units of energy

BTU kWh ('a1 k.T

1 BTU = 1 2.93 · 10 "... 2.52 . 10L. 1.05

1 kWh = 3.41 . 103
I 0.86 . 106 3.6 . 103

I cal = 3.97 . 10-3 I. 16 · 10-6 I 4.18 . 10-3

1 kJ = 0.95 2.78 · 10-4 1
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tables presented. It is perhaps useful to note here that the "Langley" is
2equal to 1 cal/cm •

Table 2.4.2 Conversion factors for units of power.

kW hp

1 kW = 1 1. 34

1 hp = .746 1

Table 2.4.3 Conversion factors for units of area

1 2
ft 2 1 mile 2m 1

1 2
I 10.7 3.86 10-7m = •

1 ft 2 = 9.29 . 10-2
I 3.59 . 10-8

1 'I 2 2.59 106 2.79 107mt e = . . ]

Table 2.4.4 Conversion factors for units of length

em inch mil micron

I em = I 0.394 3.94 · 10+2 1 · ]06

1 inch = 2.54 1 1 · 10-3 2.54 · ]04

1 mil = 2.54 . 10-3 I . 10-3 ] 2.54 · ]0 1

1 micron = 1 . 10-4 3.94 . 10-5 3.94 · 10-2
1
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CHAPTER;) SOLAR CELLS

3.1 Introduction

Solar energy can be converted into electrical energy by means of the photovoltai

effect in semiconductors. The photovoltaic effect is treated in several books,

for example by Tauc [301] , by Moss, Burrell and Ellis [30~ and by Ambroziak

[30~ • An extensive treatment of the photovoltaic effect for solar energy

conversion can be found in a report of the National Academy of Sciences (USA)

[30~ , part of which as been published separately in a somewhat different form

by Wolf [305]

In 1968 a report by Crossley, Noel and Wolf [306l was published gl.vl.ng a "Reviev;

and evaluation of past solar-cell development efforts". This report gives an

excellent survey of the literature on solar cells up to 1968. Since then several

conferences have been held; the proceedings of some of these conferences 307

[31i! are still available.

In the first nine sections of this chapter the background information necessary

for understanding the present level of and future need for research on solar

cells is given. The physics of solar cells is presented in Section 3.2 and

3.3. Sections 3.4 to 3.7 are devoted to solar cells based on different

materials: silicon (Section 3.4), copper sulphide-cadmium sulphide (Section

3.5), cadmium telluride (Section 3.6) and gallium arsenide (Section 3.7).

Some of the background information on solar cellresearch in the USA is given

in Section 3.8, while economic aspects of solar cells are presented in Section

3.9. Conclusions on the directions which research on solar cells should take

are drawn in Section 3.10. In Section 3.11 a number of methods for growing

silicon single crystals are briefly described. In Section 3.12 a proposal

for research on solar cells is formulated.

3.2 The photovoLtaic efiect

3.2. I Introduction

When a semiconductor with an energy gap E 1.S irradiated with lightgap
containing photons with energies E h < E , these photons will generatep - gap
free current carriers, one electron and one hole per photon.
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In a semiconductor containing an electrostatic field, for example the field

caosed by a p-n junction, the holes and electrons will be separated. Thus a

current can flow through the semiconductor. This current can be used for the

generation of external electrical power, since the generation and separation

of the carriers result not only in a current but also in a potential difference

over the junction and thus over the contacts.

The following parameters of a photovoltaic cell are of importance to the

energy conversion efficiency:

1) the absorption coefficient;

2) the minority carrier lifetime;

3) the crystal thickness;

4) the conductivity in the p- and n-type region;

5) the spectral distribution of the light source.

The influence of these parameters on the efficiency and construction of a photo

voltaic cell will be discussed briefly in Sections 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4.

3.2.2 The absorption coefficient~ the minority carrier lifetime and the

crystal thickness.

The thickness of a solar cell and the position of the junction in the cell

are dependent on the material parameters; they should be chosen in such a way

that the incident photons are absorbed as far as possible and that the

resulting free carriers are collected at the contacts.

Whether photons with E h > E will be absorbed by the semiconductorp ot gap
depends on the thickness of the semiconductor and on the absorption

coefficient a. The absorption coefficient of a number of semiconductors is

given in Fig. 3.2.1.

'l'ab le :3. 2.1

Relation between ad and the

peraentage P of absorbed light.

P(%) ad

99 4.6

95 3.0

90 2.3

70 1.2

50 0.69
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Fig. 3.2.1 The absorption coefficient a Ve~sus photon energy hv [304~ p. 27]

The relation between the intensity 1(0) on the surface and the intensity lex)

at a distance x from the surface is given by

I(x) = 1(0) exp (-ax),

a being the absorption coefficient.

In Table 3.2. I the value of the product of the thickness d and the absorption

coefficient a is indicated as a function of the percentage of absorbed light.

From this table it can be seen that for a = 10
4 cm- 1 the thickness of the cell

must be 4.6 ~ to absorb 99% of the light. These values can be related to a

broad spectrum only if the absorption coefficient is the same for all wave

lengths. Fig. 3.2.1 shows that this is not the case, although most of these

semiconductors exhibit a sharp rise of the absorption coefficient to a value

of 10
4cm-

I
• In these cases the values given in Table 3.2.1 can be used as

a good approximation of the actual amount of solar energy absorbed, and it
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can be seen that only a thin film of the semiconducting material is necessary

to absorb nearly all the incident photons for which E h > E . The absorptionp ot gap
coefficient of silicon rises much more slowly and for this material thick cells

are necessary to absorb the available light.

The generated free carriers can contribute electrical power to an external load

only if they reach the appropriate contacts, i.e. the holes should reach the

contact at the p-type side and the electrons should reach the contact on the

n-type side of the semiconductor. This process is limited by recombination;

it can be shown that the minority carrier lifetime determines the recombination

process. This means that the free holes have only to reach the p-type region

and that the free electrons should reach the n-type region, and the condition

that the generated free carriers should reach the appropriate contacts can

be replaced by the condition that these carriers should reach the appropriate

region. The minority carrier lifetimes should be sufficiently long to enable

the ~generated free carriers to reach their appropriate region.

The position of the junction can still be chosen. In practice the junction

is located as close as possible to the surface,since most of the free carrier

generation takes place here and surface recombination would otherwise remove

too much of the carriers. Furthermore, the minority carrier lifetime in the

surface region is also lowered considerably by the diffusion process which is

used to prepare the junction.

In a silicon solar cell, for example, the cell thickness is usually 100 to 500 ~

and the junction lies 0.2 to 0.5 ~ below the surface.

3.2.3 The relation between ourrent and voltage in a photovoltaio oell.

The generated free carriers in a photovoltaic cell have to be separated by an

internal electrostatic field. Only hetero- and homojunctions will be considered,

since they are at present the only practical mechanisms for this purpose. A

homojunction consist of a p- and an n-region of one semiconducting material,

while a heterojunction consists of either a p-region of one semiconductor and

an n-region of another or of a combination of a semiconductor and a metal.

The current voltage characteristic of a photovoltaic cell is determined by the

i-V characteristic of the junction and by the series and shunt resistance.

For a homojunction without recombination in the junction region the diode dark

current ~DI is given by

i D1 i
qVn ) ]= exp (- - 101
A1kT
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in which i ol is the reverse saturation current, Vn is the voltage over the diode,

k is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature and Al a constant which

should be 1 according to the theory.

For a diode with recombination in the junction region the diode dark current

i D2 is given by

- 1]

in this formula the A2 can have a value between 1 and 2. The express10n for

i o2 is different from i ol .

By fitting the i-V curves, measured in the dark at different temperatues on

a number of solar cells, to a model, Stirn [313] has shown that the dark current

of a silicon photovoltaic cell can be represented by

i =n
i.e. there are three currents which are probably related to different areas in

the cell. The current i n3 is caused by a shunt resistance RSH :

The relation between the current i
L

and the voltage Vn of an illuminated photo

voltaic (silicon) cell can be written as

i SC being the short circuit current. For in the dark diode current should be used.

If there is a series resistance RS' the voltage Vn should be replaced by Vn-iLRs .
The equivalent circuit for a silicon photovoltaic cell is given in Fig. 3.2.2.

RS

'sc
101 102 '03

f RSH RLOAO
0, °2

Pig. 3. 2. 2 The equivaLent cil'cuit of a siLicon photovoUaic ceU.
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The highest output voltage that can be obtained from a solar cell is the open

circuit voltage. VOC. For the situation existing in a silicon solar cell

under air mass zero sunlight it can be shown that i
nl

and i
n2

can be ignored

in the formula for i L and ~L can thus De written as

exp ~
kT

- 1

Voc can be found from this relation by taking i
L

compared to i , VOC becomes
SC

o and, since 1 01 is small

kT i scIn -.
q 1 01

From this relation it can be seen that a low value of 'iOI leads to a high value

of VOC· Now the expression for i
Ol

~s

1
n 1/2 ]

D 1/2
i OI qn.2 n J.= +-

~ NA 't' ND
,

n p

NA is the acceptor density, N
D

is the donor density, D and, are the diffusion

constant and the minority carrier lifetime; the subscripts nand p denote the n

and p-type side of the cell respectively. Thus T is the hole lifetime on the
n

n-side. The intrinsic carrier density n. depends on the effective densities
~

of state in the valence and conduction band, on the band gap and on the temperaturE

It can be seen that at room temperature the reverse saturation current can be

lowered only by making N
D

and N
A

as high as possible. Since 't'n and 'p become

lower when N
n

and N
A

are raised, there should be an optimum value for NA and Nn •

These optimum values have not yet been determined for silicon solar cells.

3.2.4 The infZuenae of the light sourae on the aeZl effiaienay.

The efficiency of a solar cell is defined as the ratio between the electrical

output and the radiant energy input. For a monochromatic light source

(photonenergy E h t1 with a suitably chosen semiconductor (E ~ E h ttp 0 gap p 0

this efficiency can in principle be close to one. For a broad-band light

source, such as the sun, the efficiency is always lower. In roughly calculating

the maximum output which can be obtained with a solar cell, only the effect

of the band gap will be taken into account. Each absorbed photon,
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.
and only photons with an energy E ~ higher than the band gap energy E

pnot gap
will be absorbed, can only contribute an energy E to an external source,

gap
while for photons with an energy E ~ t~E this contribution will be zero.puo gap
In Fig. 3.2.3 the portion of the solar energy which can be utilized in

electron-hole pair generation is g1ven as a function of the energy gap. It

can be seen from this figure that, even if no other losses occur, the maximum

attainable efficiency would be 46% for a semiconductor with an energy gap

of 0.9 eVe In actual fact the conversion efficiency will be lower.

2.$
IV

1.5 2.0

- ENERGY GAP: r,
1.00.5

'lI .

/" --.........,
~/

/ "~
I

.....
I

I

"I

I

Fig. 3.2.3 The portion of the solar energy that can be utilized in

electron-hole pair generation as a function of the energy gap.

( after Wolf [395J J.

In accurate calculations more factors are taken into account. Firstly, the

number of photons that can generate free carriers is calculated as a function

of the band gap, and the assumption is made that each photon can contribute

one electron in the resultant external current. Secondly, the cell is assumed

to have the i-V characteristic of an ideal Shockley diode. Taking certain

"reasonable" values for the different material constants occurring in the

expression for i OI (see Section 3.2.3) the i-V characteristic both in the dark

and under illumination can be calculated; the "reasonable" values of the material

parameters are usually obtained from values known from silicon, and the assumption

is then made that similar values are valid for other semiconductors. From the

i-V characteristic the maximum obtainable power can be found: it corresponds' to

that value of i and V for which the product of i and V is maximum. The maximum

conversion efficiency is then defined as the ratio of this maximum attainable

power and the incident solar energy per unit of time. This is illustrated in
:

Fig. 3.2.4. The crosses in this figure indicate the maximum efficiency obtained

with devices from different materials in 1963. This curve is valid for air mass

zero sunlight. For higher air masses similar curves can be constructed f3141.
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Fig. 3.2.4 Theoretioal values of the maximum solar energy oonversion

efficiency ( after Loferski 1396] ).

3~3. Loss meohanisms in solar cells.

3.3.1. Introduction.

A detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis of the low efficiency of

solar cells (which should be markedly higher) has only been made for silicon

solar cells [304, 305]. The operation of other cells, such as copper sulphide

cadmium sulphide, is not sufficiently well understood to make a similar analysis

In Section 3.3.2. the losses in a 1970 silicon solar cell for air mass one

sunlight are described.

This section 1S an abridged version of the paper by Wolf 1304, 305].

It should be noted that by now some properties of the silicon cells have

already been improved [315, 316] and this analysis is thus not completely up to

date.

3.3.2. Losses in a silioon solar cell.

The percentages between brackets 1n this section are the energy losses by the

mechanism under discussion. They relate to a 1972 solar cell in air mass

1 sunlight.
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A. Photon energy

Photons with an energy lower than E do not generate free carriers (23%), while
gap

photons with an energy higher than the band gap are not fully utilized (33%).

These losses cannot be prevented in the given circumstances of a silicon solar cell

and air mass one sunlight.

B. Reflection losses

Some of the incident photons are reflected by the semiconductor surface, resul

ting in an energy loss. This loss can be m£nUmized (0.5%) by the application

of an anti-reflection coating. This value appears to be too low. This is

probably caused by the fact that it is the last loss factor considered by Wolf,

whereas it should be the first.

C. The voltage factor

The output voltage of a photovoltaic cell is always less than E /q. Thisgap
causes an additional energy loss (17.6%) which can be prevented partly by

lowering the resistivity of the material.

D. Recombination

Some of the free carriers that have been generated recombine before they reach

the contacts and are then lost for external current generation (4.7%).

E. The diode characteristic.
Although the maximum output current is i SC and the max~um output voltage VOC '

the maximum power is not VOC ' i SC but has a lower value,Wmax '

This lower value is caused by the curve of the i-V characteristic. This loss

can only partly be prevented: even if an ideal (Shockley) diode is used for the

separation of the holes and electrons, the i-V characteristic will be curved.

It should be possible to prevent the additional loss, caused by the non-ideal

behaviour of the diode, by a more careful preparation of the junction (6.5%).

F. Series resistance

The series resistance 1S the cause of a small loss in power (0.5%). It cannot

be prevented completely, since it is related to the finite conductivity of the

material, the contact resistance and the fact that the contacts on one side

of the cell cannot be spread over the whole surface area.
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In Table 3.3.1 the losses are summarized. The loss percentage relating to the

total incident solar energy and the loss percentage relating to the number of

generated free carriers are given.

Tab~e 3.3.1 Losses in and effiaienay of a 1970 siliaon solar aell. Values

are valid fop aip mass 1 sunlight I315] .

Percentage relating to Percentage relating to

incident solar energy generated free carriers

Photon energy 56

Reflection 0.5

Voltage factor 17.6 40.5

Recombination 4.7 15.0

Diode characteristic 6.5 10.8

Series resistance 0.5 1.1

Effiaienay 14,.2 32.6

It should be noted that the best silicon solar cell is now the violet cell,

which is reported to have a conversion efficiency of 19%.
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3.4. SiZiaan BaZar aeZZs.

Silicon solar cells are commercially available. They are produced mainly for

space application. The largest producers are Globe-Union/Centralab and Textron/

Heliotek in the USA. In Europe cells are produced among others by AEG/Telefunken.

In the USA two new firms (Solarex Corporation, Rockville, Maryland, and Solar

Power Corporation, Braintree, Massachusetts) have started producing solar cells

for terrestrial application.

At present silicon solar cells are prepared from 100 to 50~ thick slices cut

from a 3 to 8 em diameter single crystal silicon. For space application these

slices are cut into 10 by 20 rom rectangles from the circular slices. For terres

trial application the slices remain circular. This results in a lower cost per

unit of power but also in a lower conversion efficiency per unit of area.

Two crystal growth methods are in use for the preparation of the single crystal

silicon bars, the Czochralski method and the floating zone method. Both methods

start with a silicon single crystal.

In the Czochralski method the single crystal bar is drawn from a silicon

container which is filled with molten silicon and an appropriate amount of

dope. This generally results in a large amount of oxygen in the silicon.

In the floating zone method a molten zone is moved slowly along the silicon,

resulting in a single crystal bar with a relatively low oxygen content.

For space applications the base is usually doped p-type, since the radiation

resistance of p-type silicon is higher than that of n-type silicon.

The junction is formed by diffusing (900oC) a donor (usually phosphorus)

into the silicon slice. The junction depth is approximately 0.3~ below the

sur~ace. The doping level of the base material is of the order of 10
16 cm-3

,

while the surface layer is doped to a level of 1020 cm-3 or higher. The violet

cell [315, 316] has a lower junction depth, which results in a better UV response,

since the doping gradient in these cells extends to the surface.

Contacts usually consist of a layer of titanium on the silicon and a layer of

silver on top of the titanium layer. Aluminium [31 7 , 318] and Ni-Cu-Au 1319J

are also used as a contact material. With some Ti-Ag contacts there is a

degradation problem which can be solved by applying a layer of palladium between

the titanium and the silver [320, 321]. Degradation of Ti-Ag and Ti(Pd)Ag

contacts has been investigated [320, 323]. In conventional cells the back

surface is completely covered with the contact material. The front contact

(facing the sun) consists of a three lines per em grid. The violet cell [315]

has a finer contact geometry.
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Contacts are usually evaporated; after deposition the cells plus contacts are

baked at high temperature.

The terrestrial application of present-day silicon solar cells is limited by the

high cost. Only in places difficult of access [324-327] are solar cells

cheaper than conventional power sources such as diesel generators.

An analysis of the cost of silicon solar cells based on the conventional solar

cell production process was made by Spakowski and Shure [328] and by Currin et

al [329]. In both papers the conclusion is reached that new concepts are needed

for the fabrication of solar cells and arrays to make solar-generated electrici

ty commercially competitive with conventionally generated electricity.

In the USA two new processes are being developed for silicon solar cell prepara

tion.

The first is the Edge-defined, Film-fed Growth (EFG) process [330-332],

which is rather similar [333-334] to the Stepanov method [335-339] in that

a die is used to give the crystal a special shape. In this case the preferred

shape is a ribbon with a thickness of 100 microns and a width of several

centimetres. Silicon carbide dies were first used at Tyco Laboratories [340],

at present carbon dies are used [341]; success in the preparation of

photovoltaic devices has not yet been reported from Tyeo Laboratories in the

scientific literature. A Russian group using a silica die prepared a 3 x 26 rom

wide and 0.7 to 0.8 rom thick device with a 10% conversion efficiency [342].

It should be noted that in this case the thickness of the drawn crystals was

3 rom and not 0.7 rom: the crystals still had to be cut to obtain slices for

solar cells. The important point in this paper is that it shows that it is

possible to grow crystals of sufficient quality for solar cell preparation in

this way.

The second method is chemical vapour deposition (CVD). In this method a

mixture of a carrier gas (H
2

or He) and SiH
4

or another Si-H-Cl compound

is led over a heated substrate. The Si-H~CI compound decomposes and a silicon

film is deposited on the substrate. The process is dependent on the surface

temperature, gas composition and other parameters. This method is applied by

Fang [343] at Boston College and Chu at Southern Methodist University.

There is no problem in depositing the silicon on sev~ral surfaces, such as

molybdenum and stainless steel, but the silicon film does not contain sufficiently

large crystals to prepare photovoltaic cells. It should be noted that it is
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possible to grow single crystal silicon films, but only on a single crystal of

for example silicon [344] or sapphire [345]. Deposition rates as high as

40 ~m/min [346] have been reached with deposition from SiH
4

•

This method (if one suceeds in obtaining photovoltaic cells) would be very

attractive, since ]) the (doped) silicon can be deposited directly on a substrate,

making the cells stronger and reducing array costs, 2) the cells could be larger

in area, reducing the number of interco~nections and again the array costs,

3) there are no cutting losses, reducing material cost, 4) the cells can be grown

from SiHC13 instead of silicon, reducing material costs, and 5) the cells can be

made thinner, resulting in a somewhat lower efficiency but in a considerably

lower silicon consumption.

Up till November ]973 no results had been obtained by the groups of Chu and Fang.

3.5. Copper sutphide (Cu~S)-cadmium sutphide (CdS) sotar cetts.
~

Research on copper sulphide-cadmium sulphide solar cells is still being conti

nued, although the obtained maximum efficiency of these cells is 8.1% [347] and

is not likely to rise much higher. The reasons for continuation of research on

these cells are the high radiation resistance, the low mass per unit of energy,

the high flexibility and the low-cost potential, which is especially important

for terrestrial application [348]. Disadvantages are the low efficiency, the

irreproducibility and the degradation of the cells.

Much of the initial work on the copper sulphide-cadmium sulphide cell was done

at Harshaw Chemical Co. and at Clevite Corp. This resulted in the Clevite cell,

which is still the basis for this type of solar cell. Shirland [349] has given

a historical review of the work on CUZS-CdS solar cells up to 1966 in which

he includes a description of cell fabrication. Several types of substrates can

be used; glass, metal foil and plastic are all being employed. A 2.5~ thick

silver contact layer is first deposited by spraying. A zinc coating is then

either evaporated or electroplated on the silver to give a good ohmic contact

to the cadmium sulphide. The ]5 to 25 ~ thick cadmium sulphide layer is evapora

ted on the contact layer. The substrate temperature is I800 C. A dip in a bath

containing copper ions takes care of the junction formation: a layer of CUZS is

formed on top of the cadmium sulphide layer. After the upper electrode has been

rinsed and dried at 2500 C, a gold mesh collector is connected to the cadmium

sulphide with conducting epoxy cement. The cell is then covered with a clear

epoxy cement. The cell area is 55 cm2, which should be compared to the 2 or 4 cm2

of silicon cells. Cells which are fabricated today in France 1350-352J still

have the same basic design. The substrate is Kapton, a space-proven plastic, the

cadmium sulphide layer is thicker, 45~ instead of 35~, and the upper grid
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electrode is electroplated. Furthermore some kind of unspecified dope ~s

added to the cadmium sulphide, which improves its properties.

Two alternative cell designs have been used. One is a ceramic cell consisting

of pressed CdS powder, sintered at a temperature between 700 and 9000 C [353 

355, 370], the other is a mono-grain layer cell [356].

The ceramic cells are processed in the same way as the thin film cells; although

these cells are reported to have a low cost potential [355], they have not

attracted much attention lately, probably because these cells are relatively

thick (0.7 to 1.0 mm) and thus too heavy for space application. Research on

the mono-grain layers in the Philips Research Laboratories was stopped a few

years ago. These mono-grain layers unaccountably never reached a high efficiency.

Te Velde reported an efficiency of O.~% in 1967 [356].

The cell properties are mainly determined by the copper sulphide composition.

Cu S has several different "phases" in an x range from 1.9 to 2.0 [357], and thex
short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage depend strongly on the value of

x [350]. Experimental evidence that the low copper content of the cells is

indeed the cause of the low efficiency has been given by Bogus and Mattes [347].

They deposited a thin (IOOR) layer of copper on the Cu
2

S of a solar cell and

observed an increase in photovoltaic response after a heat treatment in air.

Hewig and Pfisterer [354] showed that the composition of the surface became

more homogeneous after this treatment.

An important disadvantage of Cu
2

S-CdS solar cells is the degradation of these

cells. There are several degradation mechanisms, such as the degradation under

illumination and special load conditions (i.e. V > 0.35 Volt), and degradation

under illumination with a red light source, such as tungsten light. Furthermore

there is a degradation under atmosphere containing oxygen or other oxidizing

gasses.

In cells which had been kept at 5l oC under 140 mW/cm2 tungsten light it was

found [359, 360] that under open-circuit conditions (V = 0.38 volt) cells
oc

degraded to 4 percent of their initial output after 1200 hours. The degradation
t .

mechanism in this case is ascribed to the formation of copper nodules which

short-circuit the cell. Bernatowicz and Brandhorst [362] showed that the

reaction governing this process is probably

CuS + Cu
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and that there is indeed a threshold voltage related to this process. Besson

et al [351] claim to have solved this problem by a careful preparation of the

cells. They do not mention how they do this.

Under the influence of air another type of degradation occurs which is caused

by the oxidation of Cu
2

S. This degradation is enhanced bu strong UV illuminati

[351] .

The last degradation mechanism which will be mentioned here is optical

degradation, degradation under the influence of different light sources

[359, 361, 362]. For this type of degradation there does not yet seem to be

agreement about the explanation, although there is evidence that the

spectral distribution is important in this type of degradation.

Until now it has not been possible to prepare completely degradation-free

copper sulphide-cadmium sulphide solar cells. Probably the most advanced cell

today both in high efficiency and low degradation is the SAT/CNES *) cell

[350 - 352].

Research in the USA on copper sulphide-cadmium sulphide solar cells for terres·

trial application is being done by group at the University of Delaware in

Newark under the direction of K.W. Boer. They are using the Clevite cell, WhOSI

design and fabrication they are trying to optimize. Their approach appears to 1
*the same as that used by the French SAT group ). A large panel has been teste(

for some time on a rooftop, and is at present installed on the roof of a "solal

house. A slow degradation is seen but from measurements over a period of

thirty-five weeks a life expectancy of 20 years is estimated for these cells

(SOoC, S hours' exposure a day) [348]. An interesting aspect of Boer's approacl

is that he also uses the solar cell panel as a collecting surface for low

temperature heat which is partly stored and partly used for heating the solar

house [363].

Bube at Stanford University, who has worked for a number of years on single

crystal Cu2S-CdS cells [362, 364 - 369], is now trying to make similar cells it

which the CuZS is replaced by Bi S ZnTe or CdTe. This programme started in
x y

September 1973. Bi S has already been used elsewhere with quite reasonable
x y

efficiencies.

Loferski at Brown University, on the other hand, 1S now investigating the

possibility of solar cells based on a combination of CuZS with ternary

compounds of the type CulnSZ and CUAlS
Z

'

The present work of Bube and Loferski is based on the idea that in trying

to eliminate the problems observed with the CUzS-CdS cell one can replace

either CuZS or CdS by another compound.

*) SAT

CNES

= Societe Anonyme de Telecommunication

= Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales.
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3.6. Cadmiwn te UUPide so lar ce Us.

The research effort on cadmium telluride solar cells has been comparatively

small.

Until 1966 Cusano at General Electric was one of the major investigators in

the cadmium telluride field [371 - 372J. More recent work is by Lebrun [373J

at the Laboratoire d'Electronique et de Physique Appliquee, France, by Justi,

Schneider et al [374] and by Bonnet and Rabenhorst [375]. Only recent publicat:

have been given.

A CdTe cell consists of a molybdenum substrate (zO~), on which a CdS layer

« 1~) is vacuum-evaporated for a good back contact. An n-type CdTe layer (10~l

is next deposited by simultaneous evaporation of cadmium~/telluriumand a dope

such as iodine. A CUZ_xTe layer ~s then prepared either by dipping in a fluid

containing copper ions [372] or by high-vacuum evaporation of CUZTe [373].

Efficiencies of these cells are of the order of 6%.

Bonnet and Rabenhorst [375] of the Battelle Institut e.V in Frankfurt, W. Germ.

also use a molybdenum substrate on which they evaporate a thin « l~) layer

of CdTe in high vacuum; this layer enhances the formation of crystals.

In the next step a 10 to ZO~ thick layer of p-type CdTe is deposited by the

evaporation of CdTe in a special high-temperature reactor. A layer of n-type

CdS and an indium contact grid are then evaporated in vacuum. The conversion

efficiency for this cell is approximately 5%.

Neither of the above-mentioned programmes on CdTe solar cells appears to be

being continued. In W.Germany only programmes on silicon are being continued

[376] w~ile in France research on both silicon and CUZS-CdS is still going on

1377] .

3.7. Galliwn arsenide solar cells.

Single crystal GaAs solar cells exist in two forms, one the GaAs p-n homo

junction, the other the Ga All As - GaAs heterojunction. Usually the junction
x -x

in the latter case is also a homoJ'unction, the Ga All As layer acting as ax -x
window to diminish surface recombination. Recent publications are by Hovel

and Woodall at IBM in Yorktown Heights, USA [378 - 380]. and by Huber and

Bogus at AEG/Telefunken in W.Germany [38~J. Cell efficiencies reported by the
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IBM group are of the order of 15% for AMO light and 11% for AM I light. Huber

and Bogus report a 13.5% efficiency for their cell with an AlAs window.

In the USSR research on this type of solar cell ~s being carried out by Alferov et

al at the A.F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute ~n Leningrad [382].

These single crystal cells do not appear attractive for terrestrial application.

They are expensive and difficult to fabricate, while one of the components,

gallium, is a scarce material. More promising are the film cells.

Research in the field of GaAs thin film cells appears to have been stopped

several years ago. The most recent publications are by Rappaport [383] and

Crossley et al [384] at RCA Laboratories in Princeton, USA. They reported on

two types of cells. One consists of a molybdenum substrate with a IOO~ thick

GaAs layer and a 40 ~ thick Pt layer or alternatively a CUI.SSe layer. A gold

grid formed the upper electrode. The other type of cell consists of an aluminium

substrate (4~) with a 5~ thick GaAs layer and a CUI.SS layer on top for the

formation of a Schottky barrier. Both types of cells have a gold grid as

collecting electrode. Efficiencies are of the order of 4%.

The second type of cell with a 4~ thick GaAs layer could be attractive for

terrestrial application, since the total amount of gallium used would not be

excessive.

3.8. Solar cell research in the USA.

Although the USA is not the only country where at present solar cell research

is being performed, it appears to be the only country which has a large

scale, well-defined research programme on solar cells for terrestrial applica

tions. In France [377] and Germany [378] solar cell research is going on,

but apparently mainly for space application. Research in the USSR for terrestrial

application of solar cells is being done, but the goals of the programmes are not

clear.

Recently Blieden and Morse [385] presented detailed information on the NSF/RANN*)

photovoltaic energy conversion programme, The objective of this programme is to

develop low-cost, long-lived, reliable photovoltaic systems capable of producing

a significant amount or energy for various terrestrial applications. In a first

five-year programme some of the objectives are research and development of photo-

*)National Science Foundation, Research Applied to National Needs
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voltaic devices showing a hundred-fold reduction in cost i.e. $0.50 per peak watt

instead of the present $ 50 per peak watt. Three sub-programmes are mentioned, viz.

1. silicon solar cell arrays;

2. cadmium sulphide solar cell arrays;

3. other materials and devices.

Research and development milestones include an attainment of $ O.SO/watt techno

logy feasibility in 1979 and the completion of a pilot line to manufacture $ 0.30/

watt solar arrays 1n 1986. In the applications programme milestones include the

integration of 10 to 1000 kW photovoltaic systems into new and existing buildings

in 1982 and the integration of a lOa MW system 1n towns and networks by 1990.

This programme started in 1972. Funding by the NSF/RANN in fiscal year 1972 was

M $ 0.359, in FY 1973 it was M $ 0.794 and for FY 1974 it is estimated to be

M $ 2.6.

During a trip to the USA in November 1973 a number of the Laboratories engaged

in solar cell research were visited. Details of the research in these Labora

tories can be found in Sections 3.5. and 3.6. It should be mentioned that some

of the programmes had started only a short time ago (in some cases not more than

four months ago). Furthermore we noticed and were rather surprised by the small

number of people working full-time on anyone programme. According to Blieden and

Morse [387] eleven seperate programmes are at present being carried out. The total

funding for such a number of programmes appears to be rather low, bearing in mind

that a significant percentage of this amount is "lost" in University overhead

and other expenses. Perhaps the total number of programmes will be cut back in

the future but at the time there was no indication that this would be the case.

3.9. Economic aspects of solar ceZZs.

Several papers have been published on the econom1CS of solar cells for

terrestrial application. Of these, the papers by Currin et al [329], Ralph [387]

and Wolf [386] will be used here as a basis for showing the possibilities of

silicon solar cells and those by Mytton [388] and Boer [389-390] will be

used in a similar manner for Cu2S-CdS cells.

First some general data are necessary. The 1971 investment in a conventional

fossil fuel power plant can be as low as 125 dollars kW generating capacity.
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Although one should compare the p~ice per kWh for electrical energy generated

by different methods it is easier to compare the cost price per kW of installed

power, and this will be done here too. For solar power plants it is usual to

assume a 10% conversion efficiency and a solar power flux of ] kW/m2•

In table 3.91 the cost pr~ce of silicon in different compounds and purities

is shown. In the first column the material is given, in the second column the

price per kilogram of silicon and in columns three and four the price per

square metre for cell thicknesses of 100 and 250 microns respectively is
3 3given. The specific gravity of silicon is assumed to be 2.33 • ]0 kg/m.

The prices relate to the amount of silicon in the compounds.

TabZe 3.9.1 The aost ppiae of siZiaon in diffepent aompounds and

pupities in 1972 doZZars ( aftep Cuppin et aZ [329J J.

Material Cost/kg 2
(100~)

2
(250~)Cost/m Cost/m

Sio2 0.06 0.0]4 0.035

Ferrosilicon 0.6 0.]4 0.35

Chlorosilane 6 1.40 3.50

~olycrystalline, pure 60 ]4 35

~zochralski crystals 250 60 -
;~olar cell blanks 1300 300 -

From Table 3.9.1 the cost per kW generating capacity can be calculated using

the 10% conversion efficiency and the flux of 1 kW/m2• The prices in the last

two columns have to be multiplied by 10 to obtain the price per kW of installed

peak power. It can be seen that unprocessed polycrystalline silicon with a

thickness of 100 microns would cost 14 dollars/m2 or 140 dollars/kW; this is

already higher than the 125 dollars/kW for a conventional power station. The

price of polycrystalline silicon is expected to drop to 35 dollars/kg, if the

production level rises considerably. This would certainly be the case if solar

cells were produced on a large scale.

It is clear that solar cells produced according to existing technologies are

too expensive: the price of separate solar cells is 2000 dollars/m
2

and 4000

dollars/m2 for solar cells mounted on a panel. Cost price calculations show

that these prices cannot be lowered sufficiently to obtain an acceptable

level: even by mass production prices can only be reduced by a factor of two

to five. Thus new cost-reducing technologies for solar cell fabrication are

needed.
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For one proposed new technology, the Edge-defined, Film-fed Growth or EFG

method, a detailed cost price calculation has been made [329]. A price of 38

do1lars/m
2

is calculated for the solar cells; in this cost price a price of

8 do-lars/m
2

is assumed for the silicon in the 100-micron-thick solar cells.

This price has the right order of magnitude.

Another proposed new technology is the chemical vapour deposition of silicon.

For this method a cost price has not been calculated, but one may get a rough

idea by assuming that equipment cost etc. would be approximately the same as

for the EFG process (30 dollars/m2); the price of the silicon would then be

approximately 1.40 dollars/m2, since chlorosilane could be used instead of the

more expensive polycrystalline silicon.

For Cu2S-CdS cells a similar calculation has been made. For a low production

rate of 103 kW/year a price of 9000 dollars/kW is calculated. For a production

rate of 350 MW/year a price of 220 dol1ars/kW is calculated. In these

calculations the use of the Clevite proces is assumed.

It should be noted that more pessimistic predictions regarding future prices

have also been made. Durand, of the Laboratoire d·Electronique et de ~hysique

Appliquee in France [391], estimates for example that a price of 4000 dollars/k~

can be obtained using new technologies such as the ribbon growth technique. Of

this price, 7% constitutes the price of silicon.

It should further be noted that even at today's exorbitant prices it is sometin

cheaper to use solar cells than conventional power sources. This is for example

the case for distant places located far away from a power station or fuel soure

School television powered by solar cells in Niger is a good example [392].

3.10 Directions for research on solar cells.

The purpose of this study was to examine the possibilities of formulating one c

more research projects relating to solar energy conversion with solid state

devices. These projects should not only be interesting from a scientific point

of view but should also result in (showing the feasibility of) devices that are

potentially competitive in a commercial sense with conventional power sources.

Furthermore, it should be possible to start these projects in a university witn

experience in solid state research but where there is no experience either witn

solar energy conversion research or with device preparation.
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Our first conclusion is that electricity generated by solar cells with a conver

sion efficiency of 10% can make an important contribution to the total electri

city supply. This applies even to a country such as the Netherlands, with its

high population density, relatively high energy consumption per capita and rela

tively low insolation.

Our second rather trivial conclusion is that there are no reasons of a physical

nature to doubt the feasibility of such energy-converting devices, since they

have already been produced for a number of years. It is perhaps useful to point

out at this juncture that the objection that a solar cell needs more energy to

produce than it can generate during its entire lifetime is invlid from a physi

cal point of view. Wolf has recently shown that the energy needed for the pro

duction of a solar cell can be retrieved by such a cell in approximately two

years [386].

Our third conclusion is that research on solar cells for terrestrial application

in most cases has started only recently. Thus there is in certain fields of

research no necessity for "crash" programmes to bridge a large research gap. We

feel and will explainin our last conclusion that this is not the case for copper

sulphide-cadmium sulphide solar cells.

Our fourth conclusion concerns the type or types of solar cells on which research

can be useful and interesting. It will be clear from Sections 3.4 to 3.7 that

silicon and copper sulphide-cadmium sulphide cells are the best developed cells

at the moment. It has been shown in Section 3.9 that the possibilities of these

cells for large-scale terrestrial applications have been analysed and are pro

mising. This does not mean that these are the only cells that can be used for

terrestrial applications, but one should realize that for cells based on GaAs or

CdTe another five or ten years or research are necessary to bring them to the

same point of technological perfection that has already been reached for silicon

and CuZS-CdS cells. Next a choice has to be made between silicon and CuZ-CdS

solar cells. Two points of view may be taken: the first is that a project should

be interesting as basic research, the second that a project should have as a goal

the production of inexpensive solar cells which can be used for terrestrial

application. Of course both points of view will playa role in deciding: this

preliminary study has been set up in that way and research proposals are especi

ally required to take both points of view into account. Nevertheless the advan

tagesand disadvantages of CU2S-CdS and silicon cells will be listed here first

from the application point of view.
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Advantages of CuZS-CdS cells

1. Cells can be prepared with a large surface area;

Z. the present production method can probably be developed without major

difficulties into a low-cost method.

Disadvantages of CUZS-CdS cells

1. The efficiency of these cells is low: maximum efficiency on a laboratory

cell is 8%, pilot line production yields cells with a 5% efficiency or

less, the maximum attainable efficiency is estimated to be 10%;

z. cadmium is not a very abundant material and the tendency is to make the

cells thicker instead of thinner, probably to prevent cell degradation;

furthermore, all the known reserves of cadmium in the USA (130,000 tons)

would be needed if one wished to produce enough cells to cover one percent

of the estimated electrical energy n-eds in the USA in the year ZOOO;

3. cell degradation has been reduced but is still noticeable;

4. cadmium is toxic and the use of these cells (and some other types of cells)

would result in cadmium spreading over large areas.

Advantages of silicon cells

1. Silicon cells have a proven potential for high efficiency: 18% for labora

tory type cells, 13% for production cells and a maximum attainable efficien

cy estimated to be ZO% or higher;

2. silicon is an abundant material;

3. silicon cells are stable under terrestrial conditions;

4. silicon is not toxic;

5. ideas for cost-reducing technologies are available;

6. silicon is one of the best known semiconducting materials.

Disadvantages of silicon solar cells

1. At present silicon solar cells are too expensive.

In our opinion these arguments lead to the conclusion that silicon solar cells

should be developed into low-cost cells. Especially important is the fact that

the estimated ZO-year lifetime of CU2S-CdS cells means that after 20 years

approximately 150,000 tons of cadmium spread thinly over a large area would

have to be recycled. From an environmental point of view CuZ-CdS cells thus do

not seem favourable.
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From the research point of view some of the disadvantages become advantages

and vice v~~rsa. For example, the available knowledge on silicon makes it a

less interesting subject for research, while the degradation in CuZS-CdS

cells makes them all the more interesting. Nevertheless, we feel that as

long as the development of low-cost silicon cells provides~ interesting

research aspects, one should concentrate on that direction.

In further consideration we estimate that a research period of 2 to 5 years

1S necessary to reach the state of the art in CU2S-CdS cell research, while

for silicon solar cells the time lag is approximately one year.

Thus we feel that developing silicon solar cells according to new potential

low-cost technologies, such as chemical vapour deposition, the Stepanov method

and the Edge-defined, Film-fed Growth process, should be the field in which

to start research projects.

3.11 Crystal, growth methods for siUaon

There are a number of techniques available for the growth of either single

crystal silicon bars, silicon ribbons or thick silicon films. These techniques

will be briefly described in this section.

In the Czochralski method a single crystalline seed is immersed partly in a

liquid silicon bath; as a container for the liquid silicon a quartz crucible

is normally used, although this results in a high oxygen content of the re

sultant silicon bar. By slowly moving the seed crystal upwards while either

the container or the bar is rotated a cylindrical bar of single crystalline
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silicon can be grown. The method is shown shcmatically in Fig. 3.11.1.

The dope level of the silicon can be controlled by adding a small amount of

dope to the liquid silicon. The dope concentration in the bar is usually lower

than that of the liquid silicon.

In the floating zone technique a polycrystalline bar is used. The bar is brought

into contact with a seed crystal, after which part of the seed crystal and the

silicon bar are melted. The resultant molten zone is passed slowly through the

bar, which becomes single crystalline. Doping can be obtained by adding the

desired element to the molten zone, for example in the region between the seed

crystal and the bar before the zone is melted. The method is shown schematically

in Fig. 3.11.2.

A variation on these techniques which may be useful for the growth of high-effi

ciency solar cells is the following method. By adding a large amount of either

aluminium or gallium to the liquid silicon the temperature at which the mixture

melts becomes markedly lower, as can be seen from Figs. 3.11.3 and 3.11.4. It

should still be possible to grow silicon single crystals from this mixture but
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the silicon would be saturated with either aluminium or gallium. Since

the solid solubilities of these elements in silicon are of the order of

3.IO I9 /cm3, the doping level in the silicon bar would also reach this level.

In Fig. 3.11.5'the solid solubility of some elements is given. Although this

doping level is much too high for normal silicon devices, it may be very

useful for solar cells: Wolf [305] has shown that high-efficiency cells may

be prepared from highly doped material.
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In the Edge-defined, Film-fed Growth or EFG method the crystals are drawn

from a bath of liquid silicon. The liquid silicon is brought to the solidi

fication front through capillaries in a die. The die is used to give the

crystal a special shape. The die material must be chosen in such a way that

it is wetted by the liquid silicon, otherwise the liquid silicon would

have to be pressed through the die. A schematic drawing of the crystal

growth apparatus is given in Fig. 3.11.6.

The Stepanov method is similar to the EFG method, but in this case the die is

not wetted by the liquid silicon. This has the advantage that the die will be
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attacked less by the highly reactive molten silicon, but temperature control

becomes more exacting and the flow of molten silicon to the solidification

front poses separate problems.

Chemical vapour deposition of silicon ~s the dissociation of silane, trich

lorosilane or another silicon-chlorine-hydrogen compound at a heated sub

strate. The substrate temperature normally has values of 600 to 1300oC;

the deposition rate is strongly dependent on the substrate temperature. If

one uses an arbitrary, non-crystalline substrate the resultant film will be

polycrystalline, although it may become more and more crystalline as the

layer becomes thicker. In Fig. 3.11.7 a schematic drawing of an apparatus

for growing films according to this method is given. A variation of this

method is simply to evaporate the silicon.

• • • • • •============::::::;;;,;;:;;,......+Water
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Fig. 3.11.7. Apparatus for chemical vapour deposition.
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3.12. A proposal [or research on silicon solar cells.

3. 12. 1 Introduction

In Section 3.10 it has been argued that silicon is the most promising material

for solar cells; the abundance of silicon, the proven stability of silicon so

lar cells, the high efficiency and the available knowledge on silicon as a se

miconducting material make silicon so promising.

In Section 3.9 it has been shown that new technologies for the preparation of

solar cells are needed, since the cost price of cells prepared according of

the existing technologies is too high. Two cost-reducing technologies have

been proposed in the USA and are at present being investigated there: the che

mical vapour deposition of silicon from silane (SiR4) or trichlorosilane

(SiRC1 3) is the basis of one of the new technologies, the Edge-defined, Film

fed Growth of silicon ~s the basis of the other. Until now neither of these

methods has yielded good solar cells, although there are no reasons of a

physical nature that would prevent the preparation of solar cells according

to these methods.

In starting a new project one has the option of either duplicating research

carried out elsewhere (in this case the CVD or EFG method) or trying a new

approach.

Duplication of the above-mentioned research projects does not seem reasonable

at this time, although both methods appear rather promising from a research

point of view. The project proposed here is therefore neither completely ori

ginal nor an exact duplication of research carried out elsewhere. It is essen

tially a modification of the CVD method and may remove one of the weak points

~n this method: instead of using a polycrystalline or non-crystalline substrate

we propose the use of a crystalline substrate.

The use of a crystalline substrate will probably facilitate the growth of

crystalline films and thus ensure higher mobilities and minority carrier life

times.

Growing the substrate would pose similar problems to those encountered ~n the

preparation of silicon ribbons: the substrate should be thin to reduce material

cost and it should be crystalline. The EFG process (or the Stepanov method)

appears to be the best approach for growing such ribbons.

An important advantage of this approach would be that it could easily be changed

into either the EFG silicon ribbon growth direction or the CVD of silicon on an

arbitrary metal if either of these methods proves to be successful.

These methods can also be taken up as sidelines of the main research line, if

sufficient financial support becomes available.
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In section 3.12.2 the necessary physical properties of the substrate are listed;

Section 3.12.3 gives the cell preparation, while in Section 3.12.4 the types of

physical measurements necessary for a solar cell project are enumerated. A time

scale for the first three years of the project is given in Section 3.12.5 and

in Section 3.12.6 the capital and personnel requirements are summarized.

3.12.2. The substrate.

The substrate should meet the following requirements:

I) it should be single crystalline and the lattice constant in a direction

parallel to the surface should match that of (cubic) silicon;

2) the substrate should give either an ohmic contact to the chemical vapour

deposited silicon or it should have such a work function that the free

carriers can move into the metal without passing a potential barrier;

3) it should have a low resistance;

4) the thermal expansion coefficient should be close to that of silicon;

5) the substrate should be resistant to high temperatures;

6) the main components of the substrate should be abundant and inexpensive.

The first requirement necessitates the use of a material with either a cubic

or a tetragonal structure, and in the case of a tetragonal structure the

substrate should be grown in such a manner that the c-axis is perpendicular

to the surface. The lattice constant should be as close as possible either

to the lattice constant a of silicon ( a 1S 5.43070 ~ at 25 °c and 5.445 ~

at 1300 °c ) or to !a, !a/2, 2a, etc.

The third requirement points to the use of either a metal or a degenerate

semiconductor.

With regard to the fourth requirement it should be noted that the thermal

expansion of silicon is rather low: approximately 0.5% expansion when heated

from 300 to 1600 K, against 1.5% or more for most metals.

The only substrate meeting all these requirements is probably silicon itself,

and as a matter of fact metallurgical grade silicon (ferrosilicon, see

Table 3.9.1) may be considered as a substrate.

Another material worth considering is Al
3
Ti [391], S1nce this aluminium

titanium compound has an approximately correct lattice parameter (tetragonal

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
Prof. dr. G.D. Rieck of the Chemistry department of the Eindhoven University of Technology brouyht to
our attention that A1 3Ti is probably not a good choice as a substrate. This material is very difficult
to prepare in single crystalline form and its mechanical properties are not very attractive for a
substrate. However, the conclusions drawn concerning the substrate properties remain the same.
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with a=5.425 R), the components are abundant and non-toxic; it should be noted

that titanium is an expensive material but, assuming a cost of 20 dollars/kg

and a substrate thickness of 200 microns, the cost of the titanium itself

would be approximately 4 dollars/m2 or 40 dollars/kW, which is only a small

part of the total cost of the solar cell.

3.12.3. CeLL preparation.

The silicon will be deposited from silane or trichlorosilane, with PH3 or B2H6
as doping agents and hydrogen as a carrier gas. Gas composition and substrate

temperature will be primary research objects. If necessary a thin layer of a

suitable metal might be vacuum-deposited on the substrate to ensure an ohmic

contact.

The junction will be grown by CVD or by conventional diffusion techniques.

CVD would have the advantage that both p-and n-type layers could be prepared

in the same reactor, while conventional diffusion is a better-known technique.

Obviously the first effort will be directed to obtaining a long-life time silicon

layer of 100~ with a junction depth of a few tenths of a micron. At a later

stage the use of drift fields caused by gradually changing dope concentrations

may prove advantageous.

The upper contact will be prepared by vacuum deposition of a suitable material

as is usual in present silicon solar cell preparation.

A conventional surface coating of SiD will be used at the start. Later more
x

complex coatings, such as titanium oxide, may be considered.

3.12.4. PhysicaL measurements.

In this section a member of measurements are enumerated that will provide more

or less necessary information on the substrate, the silicon layer and the cell

itself.

I) To check whether the substrate and the silicon layer are single crystalline,

X-ray equipment is needed;

2) the minority carrier lifetime must be determined 1n a 10 to 100~ thick

layer of silicon on a substrate;

3) the mobility and conductivity of the silicon must be determined, preferably

as a function of the temperature;

4) the current-voltage characteristic both under illumination and 1n the dark

must be determined;
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5) the spectral sensitivity of the cell must be determined;

6) apparatus for the determination of impurities in the 10 to 100~ thick silicon

layer is needed.

It seems likely that other measuring techniques will be needed ~n the course of

years. A solar simulator, for example, will probably be needed after some time.

3.12.5. Time scale.

In Table 3.12.1 four ma1n lines of research are given together with an estimated

time scale and goals that have to be reached. Table 3.12.2 gives similar infor

mation on four sidelines that could be taken up, if sufficient personnel are

available. In both tables it has been assumed that a metal substrate will be

used. If metallurgical-grade silicon (ferrosilicon) is chosen as the substrate

material, the tables become slightly different. The time scales presented should

be used only as an indication of the time needed to reach certain goals.

Table 3.12.1. Four main lines of research for the proposed project on silicon

solar cells.

-1--

Czochralski
technique

-~._-----------

----.----.... :;::=::-:=:=====-.=.~'''i-~~~~:==-' =.::..:.....:··~·:..:.====rl::=~==~=-=--::::....----------_.--
~ d,uti 1TI,,,'1 . - Hain line II Hain line III Hainline IV
~ Growth of a single "Exercises" on Developing the Development of

crystalline substrate silicon eVD method-for physical measure-
.. .---------·----1I-------t"---------j solar cells measuring

EFG/Stepanov Experiments on ezochralski methods,
method bought chips growth of single

crys tal Si _l_:,~_'r_s_.II_-------1~ I

0.5 Hdal single
crystal bar.
i/) III nun.

Apparatus
designed.

First solar
cell with
efficiency> 5%.

eVD apparatus
available.

X-ray equipment,
I-V characterist.
mobility, conduct

I.ll First version
apparatus ready
(or use..

CVD apparatus
operational.

Minority carrier
lifetime

1.5 ~letal single
crystal bar
'Ii 3ll mm.

Second version
of apparatus
ready for use.

Solar cell 1 oluncn! single
with efficiency crystal Si bar
;;, 11J% avai lab Ie.

CVD solar cell
on bought si
chip.

Spectral sensiti
vity.

2.0 Solar cell with CVD silicon
efficiency 4 10% attaches to

metal substrate

3.0

First single
crystal metal
ribbons ready.

---------

Solar cell with
eff icieney :}. 1%
on metal single
erys tal.

3.12.6. Capital and personnel requirements.

The personnel required necessary to keep to the time scale for the first three

years are estimated at three research associates (M.Sc. or Ph.D. level) and

three technicians. In this case one research associate and one technician will

be working on "main line I", "main line II + IV" and "main line 111" respec

tively. Taking on sidelines will necessitate the allocation of extra personnel,

if the time scale has to be followed. Alternatively, if fewer personnel are
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available, main lines will have to be explored one after the other and the time

scale has to be changed.

Floor space requirements are as follows:

Crystal growth apparatus

IlDirty ll preparation techniques

IlClean ll preparation techniques

Physical measurements

Room for sitting will also be required

20 m2

20 m
2

20 m2

40 m2

Capital requirements for the first three years are estimated as follows:

Apparatus for

CVD

Other high-frequency applications

Minority carrier life-time

Hall mobility, conductivity

Spectral sensitivity

Solar simulator

Evaporation apparatus

price, dollars

60,000

40,000

6,000

7,000

8,000

50,000

6,000

year of procurement

1,2

1,2

2,3

3

Unforeseen costs are estimated at 10.000 to 15.000 dollars and for small

equipment, chemicals, etc. approximately 10.000 dollars is needed.

Table 3.12.2. Four sidelines of research for the proposed project on silicon

solar ceLLs.

- -"'~--"---'-"-"-----

Sideline I Sideline II Sideline III Sideline IV
si licon ribbon growth Silicon ribbon growth CVD on arbitrary Czochralski crystals
(EFG or Stepanov) (EFG or Stepanov) metal substrate. from mixture of
"clean" silicon. "dirty" silicon. Al or Ga with si-

n.5

1.0 Start

1.5 Start Start Start
...
'"<ll
;>.

; 2.0 CVD silicon.... attaches to'"<J metal.fIl

<ll
S 2.5 Low resistance Single crystal bar....

f-< polycrystalline available.
ribbon

3.0 I ohm.cm silicon Ribbons ,"single" Silicon layer", Solar cell available
ribbon, "single crystalline. with long CVD grown' junction,
crystallin~. lifetime. efficiency> 1%.
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3.12.7. Final remarks.

The project proposed here is founded on the following presumption: the possibi

lity of finding a good substrate. Two substrates have been proposed, but it

would be better if some experimental evidence were available that either or

both of these substrates show promising possibilities. The way in which this

preliminary study was started, i.e. as a literature study, precluded the

presentation os experimental evidence in favour of this project. Furthermore,

no possibilities were available for carrying out preliminary experiments. Thus

it seems sensible to make a number of experiments, i.e. the growing of small

metal crystals and the deposition of a silicon layer on substrates prepared

from these crystals, as a first step towards the large-scale project proposed.

If this course is decided on, it would be advisable to cooperate with other

laboratories to avoid the investment of large amounts of money in equipment

at an early stage of the project. Such a preliminary project could be carried

out by one research associate and one technician from our side.

A last remark concerns the nature of the project. It was required to have

three characteristics; potential for solid state research, possibilities for

educational research and prospects for devices. The project proposed here

does have all three characteristics. It is proposed since we feel that it

provides a suitable starting point for this type of research and that it can

develop towards interesting research if it is performed in the right way.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
Several experts on semiconductor technology consider the timescales and/or personnel requirements
mentioned in the proposed project (see page 38 and 39) rather optimistic. They feel that either
a longer research period is necessary or that the research group should be larger. They furthermore
recommend the start of a project on a small scale (see section 3.12.7).
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SELECTIVE SURFACES FOR SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEMS.

4.1. Introduction.

Solar ~n~rRY has alr~ady b0~n used for some time on a small scale

Systems have been built which, with or without concentration, collect the

solar radiation and transform it into heat, after which it is directly used

or stored. The thermal energy can be used for processes like heating water,

drying, cooking, distillation of salt water and for the air conditioning of

houses. The energy can also be transformed into mechanical or electrical

energy.

Several comparatively simple constructions have been built during the last 10

to 20 years and have found application. Up to now the only application of

importance has been the flat plate collector, which is used in countries like

Japan, Australia, Israel and the U.S.A. to heat water [405]. Research in the

field of solar energy has until now been limited to some laboratories, and

mostly possibilities for the introduction of solar energy for developing

countries are being studied.

However, recently several proposals for using solar energy on a large scale

have been made, mainly 1n the U.S.A. These proposals vary from air conditioning

of houses to big power plants.

Analysing all sorts of thermal systems, one comes to the conclusion that much

research and development have still to be done, mostly in the field of

mechanics and of heat and mass transfer, but also in the field of the science

of materials. The materials science aspects of surfaces are particularly im

portant. As this study is concerned only with solid state aspects, the behaviour

of surfaces is handled in detail.

The point is that as much as possible of the incoming radiation must be collec

ted and retained. To achieve this, surfaces need a special characteristic

according to their behaviour as a function of wavelength of the incoming and

emitted radiation. Such characteristics can be obtained by applying coatings.

A surface with such a coating is called a selective surface or a filter. It

may, for instance, be a surface which absorbs the solar radiation, but does

not emit in the infrared range, or a glass which transmits the incoming

radiation but reflects the infrared energy emitted by an underlying surface.

Several examples will be given in the description of the thermal systems.

Information on selective surfaces for solar energy applications is hard to

collect. Unlike photo cells, there are no specialist conferences on this sub

ject. Some information becomes available at conferences on thin films and
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some at conferences on optical systems. This information~ however~ is mostly

not relevant to applications at higher temperatures or special environment:l

conditions. Books about thin films [406 - 410] hardly give useful information

for solar energy applications either. The most important articles come from

space applications and solar energy conferences.

After a short survey of thermal systems~ a more detailed description of

theoretical and experimental aspects of selective surfaces will be given.

4.2. Survey of the~al systems.

The main systems are described. Firstly ~ the flat plate collector~ which has

a concentration of 1. Secondly ~ some examples of systems with a concentration

between 10 and 100 are given~ and finally systems with a concentration of more

than 100 are handled. In Table I a survey of the systems with references is

given.

4.2.1. Flat plate collector.

The most important system with a concentration of 1 is the flat plate collector

(Fig. 4.1). The collector consists of one or two glass plates that transmit

the radiation and a wall which absorbs it. When the heat is collected it can

be removed by flowing air or water along the inner side of the wall or through

tubes.

Nowadays collectors reach temperatures of 70 to 100 °c and have an efficiency

of 50 to 80%, depending on the outlet temperature. There are already collectors

that have been working for 20 years without noticeable problems. The collectors

are cleaned by the rain. Hardly any change in the transmittance of the glass

plates as a function of time is found [403].

~~~Eg~_~~!~~£~_£~_~_££!!~£!£E[403, 412 - 414].

When equilibrium is reached the useful output H per m2 is equal to the differ
o

ence between the absorbed intensity H at the wall and the losses H , so that
a L

H
o

H
a
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metal sheet with selective surface
to which lItto t" tubing is bonded

insulation (S to tDcm thickness>

sheet metal

Fig. 4.1 Flat plate col lector ( after [41l]).

The absorbed intensity H ~s defined by the incoming radiation H.• the
a ~

reflectivity r and the transmissivity T of the glass. and the absorptivity a

of the wall.

H = a (l-r) T H.
a ~

(4.2-1).

H. can be split up in a component H~ for direct radiation and a component H~'
~ ~ ~

for diffuse radiation.

H. = H~ + H'.' •
~ ~ ~

sun.

at what happens to the incoming radiation H.• A glass plate
~

transmits about 90% of the solar spectral region (0.2 - 2 ~m). Most of the

loss is determined by reflection. so an anti-reflection coating may improve the

transmission. As formula 4.2-} indicates. the absorbing wall needs a high a:in

wavelenghth. The

in respect.of the

Let us first look

The coefficients a. T and r may depend on the angle of incidence and on the

term H. ~s also determined by the angle of the collector
~

the solar spectral region.

Ideally an a and T of one and an r of zero means that 100% of the incoming

radiation is absorbed. or H = H.•
a ~
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coatings

O~
glass absorber

Fig.4.2. Absorber and glass plate covered with coatings.

Now let us consider the losses. Take a simple case of an absorber and one glass

plate (Fig. 4.2). For the energy transfer per square meter per second between

the absorber wall and the glass plate (index and 2)

(4.2-2)

holds, where the first term is the conduction and convection transfer with a c
as an overall heat transfer coefficient and the second term gives the radiation

-8 -Z-4
transfer. £ is the emissivity, a is a constant 5.67. 10 Wm K •

T is the absolute temperature in K.

At temperatures of the order of 1000C the convection and radiation terms are

about equally important.

The convection may be supressed by more layers of glass or plastic. As plastic

still has a poor lifetime in the sun, glass is mostly used. Honeycomb structures

are also suggested [419J. By evacuating the space between glass plate and

absorber the conduction and convection losses become very low [417J.

The radiation losses are especially important at higher temperatures T1• Fig.

4.3 shows values for the radiation of a black body. Comparing these figures

with the maximum solar flux or earth of IkW.m-Z, the conclusion is that at

temperatures around 1000C the radiation losses for a black body are already

equal to the incoming radiation. According to formula 4.Z-Z the radiation losses

can be reduced by lowering £1 and £Z. As most of the radiation of the absorber

is emitted in the infrared (wavelengths above Z~m), it is possible to have a

low £1 in this range while the a (4.2-1) in the solar spectrum range is high.

Thus nearly the whole solar radiation can be absorbed without appreciable

radiation losses of the absorber in the infrared. An important measure of the
-Iselectiveness of such an absorber is a.£ • A low £Z of the glass plate in the

infrared also reduces the losses, but in this case the solar radiation has to

pass through, which means an a of zero in the solar spectral region and a

transmittance of one.
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Fig.4.3. The black body radiation H in W.m-2 and the
wavelength A max in ~m at which maximum
spectral radiation occurs~ both as a function
of the temperature in K. (after [416J).

-1 .
The term T.E 1S now important. By lowering convective and radiation losses,

not only the efficiency but also the temperature at which the energy is obtained

can be higher. This is important for applications like cooling and power

production.

4.2.2. Parabolic-cyZindricaZ and parabolic collectors.

(concentration 10-100)

Concentrating solar energy means more energy on a smaller surface, the losses

naturally deminishing with the surface. Although only few of the systems

decribed below have been realized yet, the developments during recent years

make it probable that more pilot plants will be built within a few years

[415, 418].

The systems are mostly being developed to produce electricity or for total

energy systems [420J.
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Mirrors with a reflectivity of 0.8 to 0.9 can be made nowadays, so that an im

provement of these mirrors is still important. In particular weather resistance

over a long period has to be investigated.

~~E~~~!!~:~l!!~~E!~~!_~~!!~£~~E~[421J.

By concentrating a factor 10 to 100, temperatures of 300 to 500
0 e can be reached.

A flux of about 50 Wm-Z, for instance, is already enough to reach a equilibrium

temperature of 300oe, if E is 0.1 [421J.

/' smAll( DIm

HUT PIP[
/

Fig.4.4. Parabolic-cylindrical collector (after [415J).

In Fig. 4.4 a parabolic-cylindrical collector is shown. Although it is not

necessary for such a construction to follow the sun, more energy is collected

by tracking. In Fig. 4.5 the collection of the radiation is shown for

Selectlve·coated steel pipe (4·cm diameter)

Entrance slot

Reflective innrrwJl1 -1+-->

----- - 1
\. .... , \.. \. '\._ '\/\.,_ ",,~"-....'..........~,......./.......... , __ CyllndrlcJI glass Fresnel lens

Liquld·metal heat·transfer fluid

Fig.4.5. Cross section of solar energy collector with a
Fresnel lens. (after [422J).
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a system concentrates by means of a Fresnel lens. As is already shown for the

flat plate collector, a selective surface is needed which collects the solar

energy, but does not emit in the infrared. The wall of the outer tube must have

a coating which behaves like a mirror, except for the part where the radiation

enters.

The difference is that in this case a tracking system is now essential. With

parabolic systems it is easy to reach a temperature of more that JOOOK at a

flux of IKW m-2• Many simple structures have been realized, for instance a

parabolic mirror which collects the energy on a small Stirling engine [423].

Although it seems a simple construction, practice shows that there are many

problems involved. A good tracking system is difficult to make and the overall

structure must be heavy to be able to withstand the wind.

Using concentration systems means that a part of the diffuse radiation is not

collected. However, by using specially shaped concentrating systems nearly

all the incoming radiation can be collected. Meinel calls these "planar"

structures [425 - 427J.

4.2.3. Systems with a concentration of more than 100 [418, 428 - 431J.

With high concentration systems temperatures of more than 4000 K can be reached

(flux about I kW.m-2). A big plant has been built in Odeillo in the French

Pyrenees. This system consists of many flat mirrors which direct the radiation

received to a parabolic mirror. Maximum power is 1.2 MW at a temperature of

4000 K. However, this plant has not been made for energy purposes, but for the

production of refractory materials. Some pilot power plants have been constructed

in Italy [418J. A plant of 0.15 MWe is at present being built. They just heat

water and produce steam. Of the radiation 70% is collected as heat at a temperature

of 800 K. Technically speaking, the plants are functioning well.

Just as for any other concentrating system, reflection coatings are very important.

The absorbing cone must behave like a black body (Fig. 4.6).

Several conversion systems are possible for these systems. Not only the steam

power plant, but also ways of directly producing hydrogen [430] or electricity

by a thermo-ionic or MHD generator [420J are being considered.



Table I Thermal, systems.

Concen- System Temperature Energy form Conversion method 1)*) Applications A**) Remarks
tration 1\

1 Flat plate collec- Ilup to 1000C heat Vapour or steam 50 to 80 % heating water, yes simple,diffuse 1i ght
tor without vacuum .. turbine .. drying,distillation is used, low

electricity 2 % [432-434], air temperature,
conditioning[435-43 not rotating.
,44]-443] ,electri-
citY[444,445]

1 Solar pond up to 900C heat Vapour or steam 50 % fresh water, sa lts, yes simple,diffuse 1i ght.. turbine .. e1ectri city [404, is used, low
electricity 2 % 446-451J tempera ture,

not rotatina.
1 lat plate collec- 100-400 C heat steam turbine, 60 % electricitY[417], no complicated,diffuse

tor wi th vacuum .. electrolysis .. air conditioning, light is used, not
e1ectri ci ty 10 to 25 % hydrogen. rotating.

2 to 3 Flat plate collec-· See flat plate collector with and without vacuum
tor with side
plates

'~_.'-" --,~-,_. -""""'-","--~ , •..,~. ..__..~.-
.---~~ .....,~ ,-..._...•...,-,-'~ .. --..~-"~-,--~~ .-.._--_..__.-

10 to 30 Parabolic-cylinder 300-600oC heat Steam turbine, 70 % electri city no complicated, only
with vacuum .. electrolysis .. direct radiation is

electricity 20 % used, rotation not
necessary.

100-600oC
- ...-...-.-~.'-"-"~' '-'""""--- ....~"'..,.'''-,.....--~~- ,,,,..,.--, ,,-'..,_._-----

I10 to 100 Parabolas heat Steam turbine, 70 % cooking, no only direct radiation.. electrolysis .. electricity, is used, rotation is I

10000 C
e1ectri ci ty 20 % hydroqen. necessary.

> 100 Parabolas wlth > 1) heat Steam turDl ne, 70 % 1) electrlClty, no
fl at mi rrors .. electrolysis, .. hydrogen.

electricity thermo-ionic con- 25 %
vertor,MHD genera-
tor.

2) direct pro- 50 j;(?) 2) hydrogen. no comparatively simple,
duction of only direct radiation,
hydrogen. rotation necessary.

3) special
applications 3) research at high yes

temperatures,
production of
refractory
materials.

*) Conversion efficiency from heat to el~c~ric~ty or for the dir~ct production of hydrogen; for the flat plate collector without
vacuum and for the solar pond the efflclencles have been obtalned, the other efficiencies are expected.

**) Research and d~velopment on all systems is taking place; in the column is stated wether the system is already applied to
energy converSlon.
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Plpelme

E1ectlolysis
unit

Sun LfilC~rqg reflector facets

Fig.4.6. High concentration system (after [420J).

4.2.4. Other systems

There are several other systems in the field of solar energy, like cooling

systems, the solar ponds and distillation apparatus. In all applications

selective surfaces will improve the function of the apparatus. In the case

of cooling, for instance, a surface has to reflect the solar radiation and

has to emit in the infrared.

4.2.5. Conclusions

As is shown in the previous chapters, selective surface are important for

thermal solar energy systems. For a flat plate collector, for instance,

(one glass plate) the radiation losses (absorber temperature 70oe, outside
o . -2 -2

temperature 10 C)are about 130 W.m for £ = 0.3 and about 40 W.m for £ = 0.1.

This means that for a solar flux of 500 W.m-2 about 20% improvement can be

obtained by an improvement of £ from 0.3 to 0.1.

Most coatings must resist severe environmental conditions over a long period

of time.

4.3. Theoretical aspects

We can classify selective surfaces in three types, according to their

physical principle of operation:
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I. Interference filters;

II. Bulk absorbers, reflectors and transmitters;

III. Geometrical trapping on a microscopic scale.

Sometimes a fourth type is mentioned [452J, namely a "selective black". This

1S a thin opaque layer on a reflective surface, but this type can probably

be classified under II or III.

An interference filter consists of one or more thin layers on a substrate.

The thickness of tne layers and the index of refraction determine the behavioul

of light falling on the surface. The easiest case is that of one layer on a

substrate (Fig. 4.7). The refraction index of the thin layer is n), and

that of the substrate is n
2

• If light falls on the surface, a part of it

will be reflected. In Fig.4.7 the light path is normal to the surface. For

clarity's sake the reflected beam is drawn next to the incoming beam. A part

Fig.4.? Thin layer on a Bubstrate with refraation
indiaes n1 and n2•

of the light which passes the front surface partially reflects against the bac)

wall. The returning beam may interfere with the incoming beam so that the

resultant beam may be intensified(more reflection) or may be weakened (more

absorption) [454]. If n) is greater than nZ' then for complete absorption

there must be a layer (thickness d) for which the following expression holds:

2n)d
-- + ! =A 2

with k = ),2,3, •••
Hence for k = I

2k +
2
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There must also be a relation between n
l

and nZ'

n l =~

For complete reflection

k=I,2,3, •••

holds.

So for k = I:

If the thin layer is fixed on a substrate of which the refraction index is

greater than the index of the layer, then, because there is no change of

phase at the interface, for absorption d = 1/4 ~ and for reflection
A nl

d = ! -- . The formulae used are valid only for isolators. When a metal layern 1
is used there will also be a damping term, which makes the formulae more

complicate.d.

A filter consisting of one layer can reflect or absorb completely only one

wavelength with its harmonics. By using more layers, each with a special

refraction index and thickness, there will be interference over a broader

spectral range. The calculation of the behaviour of such a filter is rather

complex, but it can be done by means of a computer t455 - 459J.

20.010.0

- Hass and Turner

Schmidt and Janssen -

0r-----------==========,

l00l--_~!!IlIoootl2~~_L-__.L-_....L_.-.J

Q2 U.tl l.~. W ) tl.Owavelength ~m1crons

Fig.4.8.a. Absorption characteristic
of a four-layer filter (after [461J).

Fig.4.8.b. Interference stack made by R.
Schmidt and E.Janssen which has an opticaZ
cha~acteristic shown in Fig.4.8.a (after
[46I]J.

Figs. 4.8 a en b show the behaviour of a filter which consists of four layers.

Even filters of 58 layers have been proposed and computed for special purposes

[460J, and coatings of about 8 layers have been actually made. The optical

properties of many substances are well known, and almost any combination of

refraction indices is possible. Although there is a lot of literature on how

to produce filter coatings, it takes extensive experience and high technical

sophistication to end up with a good filter which stays on the substrate and

withstands handling and special environments.
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In bulk absorbers the intrinsic properties of the materials are used. Silicon

will be taken as an example to create a filter. Photons with an energy larger

than that of the forbidden band gap are strongly absorbed by this material

(Fig.4.9 a). Silicon transmits the part of the spectrum with wavelengths

.~
i 60
.5

0.6 1.0 2.0 6.0 10 20
Wavelength (Ilm)

Fig.4.9.a.
Emission bands of the solar
and the black body radiation
with respect to the absorption
edge of Si~ as extrapolated
to 5000 C. (after [426J).

~

0

~ 100
CIl
u
C
til

~ 80-e!
60

40

20

air
antireflection coating
Si3N4 /SiNxOy/Si02

silicum absorber
9.6)lm thick
silver reflector
su bstrate

Fig.4.9.b.
Calculated optical performence of
thin film stack (after [462J).

longer than 1.5 ~m, so that the substrate will determine the emission spectrum

[426J. A low emission is achieved by attaching a thin layer of metal with a

low emission coefficient (for instance silver) to the substrate. There is still

an appreciable part of the incoming radiation reflected by the silicon. This

reflection can be considerably lowered by a sequence of layers consisting of

SiN4!SiNxO!Si02 deposited with a graded profile of the refraction index [462J.

In this way one can get a filter behaviour as shown in Fig.4.9.b.

Another possibility of achieving a low reflection is to dope silicon with boron

[426J (Fig. 4.10). However, in this case there is still emisiion in

tl 0.8 ....

c
fl 0.6
'"
~ 0.4

'"t; 0.2

~ 0.0 L.L...L:J::J:::::L::::I:========:::::::::t=:;j
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Wavelength. J.Irn

Fig.4.10. Spectral reflectance below 1.2 ~m for boron-doped silicon
solar cell surface (after [463J).
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the infrared region [463].

Although for these purposes high purity of the silicon is required to reduce

free carrier absorption, structural perfection is not essential [46IJ. In

contrast with interference filters, neither the thickness of the film nor

the sharpness of its interfaces is critical.

In a surface is rough on a 0.5 ~m scale, it will absorb most of the solar

radiation. On the other hand, if the surface is smooth on a 5-10 ~m scale

it may reflect the long wavelengths. This type of surface has hardly been

studied [464J. Such surfaces are obtained by polishing with powder of a

special grain size [460J.

In practise the three principles are often combined. Furthermore, it is not

even possible to make for instance an interference filter over the wide range

used in solar energy applications (0.3 -3.0 ~m). Consequently the interference

filter of Fig. 4.8 b has a reflective substrate to obtain a low emission in

the infrared.

In order to get a clear picture of an absorber we need some definitions, first

of all that of an ideal selective absorber. Such an absorber is defined by

R.N. Schmidt [465] as "a surface which has a spectral absorptivity of I at

all wavelengths for which the monochromatic energy intensity is higher than

the monochromatic energy intensity of a black body at the absorber surface

temperature and a spectral emissivity of zero at all wavelengths for which

the solar monochromatic energy intensity is lower than the black body intensity".

The solar absorber effectiveness [465] is defined as the ratio of energy absorbed

and retained by an absorber to that of an ideal selective absorber under the same

conditions. By these definitions it is possible to compare the relative merits

of solar absorber surfaces. Fig. 4.11 shows the effectiverless of a black surface

as a function of temperature for various solar energy concentrations.

The figure shows for several concentration ratios the temperature above which a

coating is useful. For instance, at 6000 C absorber temperature and a concentration

of 1000 a special filter will be of no use. However, for most of the designs

of solar thermal power systems encountered we need a selective surface.

the cut-off wavelength will be mostly between 1.0 and 2.5 ~m. To get an idea
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Fig.4.11. Absopbep effeativeness of a blaak body sUPfaae
as a funotion of tempepatu:r>e at sevepal solaP
enepgy aonaentpations (aftep [465]).

of the efficiency at a certain temperature another term is used, namely

X.~.E-1, where X is the concentration ratio [425J. This term is the parameter

in Fig.4.12. To reach for instance a temperature of 500°C with a concentration

ratio X of 10 one needs an ~.E-I of at least 12 in order to have a loss of

less than 20% of the absorbed energy in full sunshine (absorbed flux 750W.m
2
).

100

80

20

-2absorbed flux: 750 Wm

Fig. 4.12. Enepgy that aan be extpaoted fpom seleotive su:r>faae~

exppessed as a pepoentage vaPying with su:r>faae tempepatu:r>e
and sUPfaoe quaUty Xa./E. X is the optiaal aonoentpation
faatop~ a. the absopptivity in the visible and <. the
emissivity in the infpaPed (aftep [425J).
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4.4. Experimental- aspects

4.4. 1. Experiments

Let us first consider the high-temperature selective coatings. In the

literature of the Sixties several filters are described with an a.e- 1 of

5 to 10 and an a of 0.9 [466]. These coatings mostly consist of one layer of,

for ins tance, copper oxide, zinc sulphide, nickel sulphide or cobal t oxide on a

highly reflecting substrate. The surfaces last for some years at a temperature

of about ZOOoC[466]. Table II gives a survey of more recent filters compiled

from several references. As has already been explained in the previous part, a

is the absorption coefficient in the solar spectrum range and ~ the emissivity

1n the infrared region.

Tahl-e II. Some filter characteristics.

a £ lit. remarks

1A1-Fez03-MgFz 0.90 0.13 [467] vapour-deposited

~l-SiO-Al-SiO 0.93 0.045 " "
Mo-MgF -Mo-CeO 0.8Z 0.09 " "2 2

IAI-Ni-NiOx 0.94 0.07 " electroplated

AI-CuO 0.92 0.10 " chemically deposited, Al is polished

- 0.91 0.06 " NASA coating, probably Nio on Ni

Cu-foil (0 ,0Imm) 0.90 0.15 [468] chemically deposited

~0-A1203-Mo-AlZ030.90 0.06 [465, vapour-deposited
421]

Mo-TaZOS 0.83 0.05 [465] after vapour deposition the tantalum
is anodized

Ni-SiO -Ni-SiO 7 0.07 [460] depends markedly on the thickness ofZ 2
the Ni layers

Ni-SiO-MgF
Z

Ni-ZnS-MgF
2 0.90 0.05 [464] vapour-deposited

Ni-CeOZ-SiOZ

Note that a and € are measured at room temperature and there may
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be a change in the characteristic at a higher temperature. An important point

1S the behaviour of the filter over a long period (20 years) at high temperatures

(more than 3000 C). The Honeywell-Minnesota group claim from the results of

accelerated experiments at higher temperatures that their coatings will have a

lifetime of 20 years at 300oC[421]. Russian research workers like Baum et al

[464] made two- and three-layer interference filters on polished copper and

aluminium with an a.£-1 equal to 18 to 22, stable upon heating in a vacuum to

350°C and in the atmosphere to 1500 CL460]. According to Meinel silicon bulk
o

absorbers appear to be stable at 300 C [427] .

The conclusion may therefore be that nowadays it is possible to construct a

filter with an a.£-l of 20 that will last at least for 20 years at 300
0

C. One

might expect that an interference filter does not operate if the light might

expect that an interference filter does not operate if the light no longer

falls perpendicular to the surface. However, the multilayer coating may even

improve at other angles (Fig.4.12), depending on layer thickness.

1.30

1.20

1.10

~
~ 1.00...

0.90

0.80

0.70

o 2.2S ....M ANODIZED AI
JJ. O.B1'1l:o.r A.."\ODIZED Ai
<> 0.46....:.1 AJ'<ODlZED AI

Fig. 4. 12. NormaUzed direction reflectance of two types of

solar absorber coatings (after {452] J.

Anti-reflection coatings exist with even less than one percent reflection[452].

Coatings with high transparency and low emissivity are also available.

Tin oxide (Sn02), indium oxide (ln
2
0

3
) and cadmium oxide (CdO) have a trans-

parency of 0.8 and an emissivity of 0.2 [464J. Thus a glass plate with such a

coating becomes less transparant than uncoated glass.

Coatings for total reflectivity purposes may display irreproducible behaviour as

a function of time when exposed to sunshine.
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Some samples display hardly any difference ~n reflectivity when exposed to sun

shine for one year; others show a decrease ~n reflectivity of 5 to 10 percent

[421, 469, 470].

Research on coatings that reflect in the visible region but emit Ln the

infrared is also going on [471, 472]. It is even possible to change a selective

surface from absorbing to reflecting by just changing the thickness of the

layers [473].

4.4.2. Deposition of layeps.

The three main methods of depositing a layer on a substrate are chemical

methods, evaporation and sputtering [408, 460, 465, 474, 475].

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is one of the chemical methods. A vapour

passes over a heated substrate, whereupon the gas decomposes [454, 469, 476].

For instance silane (SiH
4

) decomposes on a substrate into silicon and hydrogen.

Recently decomposition rates have been attained of several microns per minute

at a temperature of about 5000 C with a boride as a catalyst [477].

Indium oxide is attached to a surface by. a process similar to CVD. An aerosol

stream containing an atomized solution of butyl acetate with indium chloride

and the dope, which is tin chloride, is blown on to the heated substrate. A

film of indium oxide is formed 1478]. The CVD method is performed in a high

frequency induction oven. Mostly special apparatus is used for mixing the

gases. If the deposition temperature is low, a normal oven can be used.

Another chemical method is anodizing a surface. A thin layer is also created

by pouring powder on the surface. Upon subsequent heating a good layer 1S

obtained. For instance, silicon dioxide may be handled that way [460]. Sometimes

a dipping process is used, in which the parts to be coated are withdrawn from a

solution and simultaneously covered with a liquid film [465] .

Evaporation can be realized by resistance heating or by an electron beam.

Thermal evaporation occurs by bringing an electrically heated tungsten boat in

direct contact with the material to be evaporated. The electron beam evaporator

can also be used to deposit layers as long as the material to be evaporated is

not a powder. In particular, high-temperature oxides can be evaporated in this

way. Schmidt ~21] made his successful filters at a pressure of 5.10-5 torr, so

that no ultra~high vacuum was needed.

There are nowadays also direct current (d.c.) and radio-frequency (r.f.)

sputtering methods being used with success [479].
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4.4 .3. Ma-in prob 'lems .

As an analysis of the literature has indicated, the theoretical basis for

the operation of selective surfaces has been roughly developed at present,

and selective coatings have been made with near-optimal optical properties for

practically all types of solar installations.

From a theoretical point of view more complex systems are interesting, for

instance the behaviour of an indium oxide coating doped with tin. Such a coating

behaves in the infrared like a reflecting metal, but in the visible region

the layer transmits. The characteristics depend strongly on the amount of tin

in the layer. Such behaviour is not very well understood [4781. The present

situation has been described by Seraphin in the following way [426]:

"Our understanding of the optical properties of materials is just emerging, we

can usually interprete the observed data, but we are still far from predicting or

designing delibe~techanges in the optical performance. A challenge to future

research will be to improve on existing optical spectra by proper chemical and

crystal engineering. This may lead to simple coatings of acceptable spectral

feautures".

The main problems, however, will be the production of the layers [474, 475] and

stable behaviour under environmental circumstances. It 1S often difficult to

reproduce the films r465]. For this reason developments are often accidental.

Many parameters may, in practice, influence the behaviour of the layers, like

the containments at the substrate, or small amounts of water vapour in the

evaporated materials. It may be that careful analysis of the processes will

indicate the reason for the poor reproducibility. Environmental parameters are

degradation by ultraviolet radiation, water vapour, and gases like sulphur dioxide

and nitrogen oxides.

In particular, degradation of the delicate phase balance between the various

component layers through evaporation and interfacial diffusion at higher temperature

must be kept a minimum [426]. These problems are less important for bulk

absorbers than for interference filters.

4.4.4. Measuring apparatus [408'].

There are many methods for measuring the thickness of a layer during production.
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Electrical resistance measurements are often used for monitoring the thickness

of metal films, and reflectance measurements for monitoring dielectric films.

Gravimetrical and capacitance measurements are also employed.

To understand the behaviour of a layer completely it is desirable to know the

amount of impurities, absorbed gases, crystal structure, texture, structual

defects and surface structure. If diffusion takes place, the gradients of

the components are also important.

Many analytical technieques are available nowadays, like optical spectrography,

X-ray flurescence, diffraction and microanalysis, and mass spectrmmetry·

The reflectance can be measured with a spectrophotometer. Total hemisperical

reflectance is determined by a hemisphere reflectometer. These apparatuses

are described in the literature [465].

4.5. Pei'foPmanae improvement by se -rective surfaces.

We shall consider the improvement of efficiency to be realized for flat plate

collectors and for systems with a concentration ratio between 10 and 100 by the

application of sdective surfaces.

Fig.4.14 gives an impression of how much can be gained by selective surfaces

for a collector equipped with one glass cover. For existing collectors E ~0.3.

For E ~ 0.1 the efficiency improves by about 10% at an absorber temperature

of 70oe. If the solar flux is lower than 975 W.m-2 (in the Netherlands this

~s always the case), the gain will of course be higher. An anu~eflection

coating can improve the amount of energy collected by about 10%. For collectors

with two glass covers the heat balance is more complicated. If the extra losses

of the second glass cover can be reduced to a few percent, a change of E from O.

to 0.1 can improve the efficiency by about 5% for the same condictions as

mentioned for the collector with one cover.
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Fig. 4. 14. Improvement of a fZat pZate coZZector bY_2
seZective surfaces (soZar fZux is 975 w.m . )
(after [403])

Detriled analysis of the collector performance for the situation ~n the

Netherlands is necessary to give exact information on the improvement of

efficiency by selective coatings.

Mostly systems are proposed which have a concentration ratio of about 10.
oFig.4.12 shows for such a case that for a temperature of 400 C a value of

-1
a.£ of more than 10 is necessary to obtain an efficiency of 90%. A higher

a.£-I allows of a lower X for the same efficiency and temperature. This is

attractive because a small concentration ratio is easier for constructional

reasons and also because more diffuse light can be captured.

We wish to point out that the systems without concentration may have applications

1n the Netherlands, while applications for systems with a concentration between

10 and 100 are hardly to be expected. The latter systems can be applied in, for

instance southern Europe. In the future energy collected from such systems may

be transmitted in a suitable form to the Netherlands.
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4.6. Economic aspects.

Coatings used for optical purposes are often still very expensive. However,

according to the literature and information derived during our trip to the

USA, [480] coatings for large surfaces can be made rather cheaply. Factories

are producing interference filters of 8 layers for $lOto $20per square metre

and in ref. [453] it is stated that coatings made sputtering techniques

available today cost $2 to $3 per square metre. Merriam [452] considers

coatings which may co't a maximum of $1 to $2 per square metre. As a collector

normally costs $20 to $40 per square metre, the cost of the coatings may be

only a fraction of the total costs. As a higher efficiency at the same

temperature or the same efficiency at a higher temperature is possible, it

is at first glance not unattractive to use selective surfaces.

4.7. ConcZusion.

Selective surfaces are important for solar energy. Research and development

are subject of the science of materials. Although theoretically the behaviour

of many systems is not completely understood, the main problems lie in the

field of realization. As long as one cannot predict the stability of a layer

under environmental circumstances at high temperature for a long period, the

right layer must be found by a trial-and-error process. However,some significant

results have already been obtained. The reproducubility of the layers by

fabrication also remains a problem. Careful analysis of the processes may solve

the problem. The semi-conducting bulk absorbers, which ne~fewer layers, may

be more attractive than the interference filter. As production costs become

lower nowadays, the use of coatings becomes more attractive.
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4.8. Project proposaZ.

As shown in this part of the report, selective surfaces are important for

thermal solar energy systems. For common flat plate collectors a gain of about

10% can be obtained by using a selective coating with an £ of 0.1, and for

systems with concentration selective surfaces with an £ lower than 0.1 are

necessary.

We propose the start of a project on the deposition of silicon on a substrate
*by means of a chemical vapour deposition technique) (CVD). A silicon layer

deposited in this way seems to have good selective surface qualities for the

use of a solar energy collection system f427]. The production of these coatings

is simple compared to that of an interference stack (see 4.3).

For infrared reflection a layer of silver, aluminium or copper on the substrate

can be used. The high purity needed for these processes can be obtained by means

of a CVD process. In principle, this technique is suitable for cheap mass

fabrication.

Ultimately the main purpose is the development of a device. Only those problems

which seem important for possible improvements of a device will be investigated.

Once the production technique of the layers has been developed, and tests suggest

that a good layer has been obtained (good absorption characteristic, good

adherence, stable ~temperatures at which the layer is used), the sample will be

used in a device. A device can be a flat plate collector or a pipe which is

sealed in a vacuum glass tube.

Research

The work can be divided into two areas:

I. Preparation of the samples (substrates, thin metallic layers, sillicon layer

and anti-reflection coating) and measurement of the optical properties.

2. Accelerated tests to get an idea about the lifetime of the layers and then

their use ~n real devices. Analysing the improvement of the behaviour of a

collector by the use of selective coatings under several intensity conditicns

*)
CVD is also an attractive technique for the production of photovoltaic cells

(see Chapter 3). This is the reason why silicon is proposed as starting mateial.

If there is no connection with a solar cell project. other materials like, fer

instance, germanium or copper oxide can be considered as well.
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also belongs to this area.

Moreover, additional information and research are needed for the following

points:

a) Information on the growth and properties of thin layers.

Knowledge of nucleation, influence of substrates, catalytic processes at

the surface and determination of the composition of the layers;

b) Information on optical processes. Absorption, reflection and transmission

behaviour of the layers.

Personnel

A good start can be made by two university graduates and one technical

assistant. Each of the university graduates can take an area, while the

assistent helps in both fields.

Because of the fact that the work belongs to the field of solid state physics

and chemistry, it is important that the project be performed in a department

where solid state research is going on.

Time scale----------
First there must be a period in which the research workers become acquainted

with the apparatus (about six months). Then a study should be directed to the

optical properties of the layers as a function of dope concentration and grain

size.

After a period of one year a layer can be available for the fabrication of a

device. Afterwards further improvements of the physical properties of the

layers as well as experiments with devices will be worked on. Because a large

amount of information is becoming available nowadays, a more detailed schedule

of work can be given when the first period is finished.

Room

Four rooms, of which two for experiments, are needed.

With the exception of normal laboratory work the following particular costs

are to be expected.
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Initial costs-------------

CVD apparatus

Optical measurements apparatus

Suppo~ting apparatus

Three research workers

Extra costs

f 120,000

f 150,000

f 50,000

f 320,000

f 150,000

f 20,000

If the apparatus is already available no initial costs are needed.

Research in this field in the Netherlands-----------------------------------------

At the Delft University of Technology, in the group of Prof. Hoogendoorn, a

study has been started on selective surfaces. No detailed programme is

available yet.

At the University of Nijmegen Prof. J.Bloem is investigating in detail the

catalytic processes accurring during the deposition of silicon. Some research

with a CVD method is also going on a1 the Philips Laboratories in Eindhoven.

However, the research at neither place is directed to the fabrication of

devices.
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CHAPTER 5 ..STORAGE

As solar energy is an intermittent source, storage is important. We shall

consider low-temperature storage, which is especially used for house heating

systems, and storage possibilities for high-temperature collection systems.

This type of storage has been accomplished by means of water tanks, rocks or

by making use of the phase change in hydrated salts. Table 5.1 compares these

materials.

Tab le 5.1. Low temperature heat storage (after 1482J ).

Heat storage in joules for

40°C temperature change

Material kg 3per per m

Water 1.6 105 1.6 10
8

!Rocks 0.4 105 0.5 10
8

Glauber salt 2.4 105 3.5 10
8

There are several storage possibilities for these systems. Table 5.2 gives a

survey of the substances most frequently suggested.

Gasoline and natural gas are mentioned for ease of comparison.
,

Hydrogen and heat collected at a high temperature in salt or rocks are mostly

proposed as storage substances.
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Tab~e 5.2. Energy storage systems (after (482] and [483])

Energy storage in joules

oRocks heated to 1000 C

Salt heated to 10000 C

Lead acid batteries

per kg.
3

. per .m.

] .7 ]09

2 ]09

0.5 109

Hydrogen:

a) 1 atm. pressure

b) 150 atm. pressure

c) liquefied

Hydrostorage (50 m fall

assumed)

Flywheels

Super flywheels

Gasoline

Natural gas (1 atm.)

J22 J06 0.01 ]09

122 106 1.5 109

] 22 106 8.7 109

6 4.7 ]090.]6.10

2.2 103 2.2 106

~7 104 ~6 108

3.6 105 2.9 109

5 107 3.6 1010

~3.6 ]07 ~3.6 107
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ON THE USE OF SOLAR ENERGY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

6.1. Intpoduation

An ad hoc advisory panel convened by the Board on Science and Technology for

International Development of the National Academy of Sciences (USA) reported

[601] on the perspectives and prospects of solar energy in developing countries.

The sununary and reconunendations given by this panel in their report are

presented in an abbreyiated form in Section 6.2.

In June 1973 a group of international solar energy experts met to advise UNESCO

on a possible future gropgramme in solar energy. Two papers were presented

on the potential use of solar energy in developing countries: one by Mounoumi

[602] and one by Tabor [603]. A synopsis of these papers and the conclusions and

recommendations are given in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. In Section 6.5 some suggestions

are given on the possibilities of cooperation in the field of solar energy

research between a developed country and a developing country.

6.2. Summary and Reaorronandations o[ the Ad Hoa Panel on the Utilization of

Solar Energy [01' Developing Countries.

In this section a somewhat abbreviated survey is given of the recommendations

made by an Ad Hoc Advisory Panel on the Utilization of Solar Energy in Developing

Countries. The complete report provides an excellent basis for understanding the

problems relating to solar energy research for or in developing countries.

The panel drew the following general conclusion:

1. solar energy is an energy resource widely available Ln areas with energy

needs in developing countries;

2. useful applications are now being made;

3. other applications are in various stages of experimental development;

4. knowledge of energy needs in developing countries is inadequate and must

be improved;

5. R&D programmes to meet energy needs should include, but not be limited to,

considerations of solar energy.

The panel mentions a number of applications. Well-established applications Ln

developing countries are:

1. solar evaporation for salt production;
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2. direct solar drying for processing crops.

Applications established in more highly developed countries include:

3. solar water heaters, for which the technologies are well developed;

4. solar distallation, which is in a "pilot plant" stage of development.

Other applications which are in a research and development stage are:

5. solar drying in enclosures;

6. solar heating and cooling of buildings;

7. solar power based on a heat engine;

8. solar refrigeration for food preservation;

9. photovoltaic conversion;

10. biological processes.

The panel recommends that energy resource and utilization programme for

developing countries be approached systematically. The following approaches

would be included:

I. detailed studies of the needs for energy of the given regions as a

basis for selecting the most useful energy processes to be developed;

2. thorough understanding of the objectives to be achieved by the supply

of energy;

3. an examination of the possible energy-supply alternatives, including

but not confined to solar energy;

4. a detailed set of criteria by which the desirability of action can be

measured;

5. studies of the cost and worth of the available options of energy

supply to meet known needs;

6. surveys to determine the extent of investment and manufacturing

capability required;

7. the development of strategies to bring about desired action from

suppliers and users.

The panel memebers judge

"the establishment of regionaL R. and D. centers a 1xi'luabZe concept to

considEr for performing the above tasks".

As specific responsibilities for these regional R. and D. centers the panel

mentions:

I. to help generate an information base on energy needs 1n the region;
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2. to carryon the needed research and development to meet regional

energy needs;

3. to field-test and provide feedback from users to the centres in

order to improve energy processes and evolve useful solar (or other)

processes.

4. to act as information, education and training centres ~n cooperation

with local universities.

5. to maintain close contact with scientific and engineering developments

and energy applications.

The panel further emphasizes that

1. the needs of the developing nations can best be served if the centres

do not confine themselves to solar energy;

2. the proposed International Solar Energy Research Institute in North

Africa could constitute one of the regional centres envisaged by the

panel. Its mission should be expanded to include consideration of

solar and alternative energy resources.

The reader is referred to the original report [601] for the :Jackground informa

tion leading to these recommendations and conclusions.

6 . 3 • A synopsis of a peper by A• Mounoumi [602] •

Dr. Mounoumi is director of the bureau for solar energy ~n the African republic

of Niger. He was a member of the ad hoc panel whose report is abstracted in

Section 6.2. He can be considered an expert on the use of solar energy in .

developing countries.

Mounoumi's paper is entitled "Small- and Medium - Scale Applications of solar

energy and their potential for the developing countries".

After an introduction in which it is pointed out that "the great majority of

developing countries are located in the tropics, and hence enjoy conditions which

are on the whole favourable to the use of solar energy. Some climatic zones

•.•. are particularly well placed as regards the intensity of incident solar

radiation: the daily average varies between 4,000 and 5,000 k.cal./m2.per day, i.e.

the equivalent of 4.65 - 5.70 k.Wh./m2 ./daY",both small- and medium-scale thermal

applications of solar energy and small - and medium-scale cor~version of solar
_._--~----_.-

energy into mechanical energy and electric power are treated.

The different types of apparatus described by Mounoumi and their possibilities

for production, price range and socio-economic and socio-cultural aspects
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are given 1n Table 6.1. for thermal applications and 1n Table 6.2. tor mechani

cal and electromechanical apparatus.

The "Conclusions and recornrnendend research and development" as given by Mounoumi

are interesting enough to present in their entirety.

In va~jing degrees depending on the country j region and continent concerned j

the different applications of solar energy are of unequal undeniable importance

to the developing countries. The present technological position varies vepy

considerably from one kind of application to another. Whilst the technology of

solar water heatingj distillation and drying, to mention but a few applications j

is at a very advanced state of development, this is not true for air-conditioning

and refrigeration, the production of mechanical energy or electric power and

certain thermal applications in the middle temperature range (900 to 1j 2000 C).

In many cases j research and development work still remains to be done and is

continuing, in fact, in a methodical manner or not and with varying degrees of

success, in various countries j both developed and developing. It is difficult

to choose between the different courses which are open since from certain points

of view all the criteria are debatable. The following developments seem worthy

of attention:

- solar cookers adapted to the social, economic and cultural

conditions of people in developing countries;

- solar furnaces for processing various building materials;

- solar engines from 1 to 15 h.p. (0.7 to 10kw);

- solar thermo-electric and photo-voltaic batteries with a

capacity of 500 w to 5-10 kw;

- "hothouse /I cultivation suited to the climatic conditions of

the developing countries.

It is not possible to analyse in detail the factors which seem to be the most

essential in each of the previous examples, such as the technological and

economic factors and the impact on development. Qualitative and sometimes

quantitative elements have already been referred to in considering the various

small- and medium-scale applications of solar energy in the developing countries.

Although I was not specially requested to examine the role which Unesco and

other international bodies (belonging to the United Nations family op otherwise)

can play in the process of sppeading the use of solar energy in developing

countries, the following considerations seem to me worthy of attention:
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Tab ~e 6. 1 Thefflla~ devices for deve ~oping countries.

Type of thermal devi ce. Socio-economic and socio
cultural aspects.
Possibilities of use.

Production. Cost price in 1973

US dollars.

Can be produced in 22-31 for 2.5 01

developing countries. diameter.

Solar cookers with parabolic
mirror, 700 Wpower, 4000 C

Solar heating with flat plate
collector, 100 liters of hot
(bO-70oC) water/day/m2.

Solar stills,traditional type
2-10 01

2 area, 10-100 liters
of distilled water per day.

Deviation from traditional
cooking time poses problems.
Initial investment too high.

Can be utilized by corporate
users such as hospitals,
school canteens, hotels, etc.

Can be used by corporate
users and small communities,
if brackish water is
available.

Should be produced
1oca lly.

Local production
feasible and
economically viable.

310-360 for mass
production, 530 for
single units.

20-30 1m2 or 1.5 to
2.3 per cubic metre
of water.

Solar drying in enclosures. Drying of agricultural
products.

Solar furnaces for 10000 C Preparation of building
with high precision cylindro- materials(cement,bricks,etc.).
parabolic mirrors, units of A disadvantage is that these
50-100 kW to produce 2.5 tons ma teri a1s are too expens i ve
of bricks per day. to replace traditional

building materials.

Not analysed.

Local production is
mentioned.

Not analysed.

13.300 for a 50 kW
unit.

Solar refrigeration and
air conditioning.

Application unlikely in near
future.

Not analysed. Not analysed.

Tab~e 6.2 So~ar-mechanica~ and soZar-e~ctric energy conversion devices for

deve~oping countries.

Type of solar-mechanical or
solar-electric device.

Power or efficiency. Present price in Potential use.
1973 US dollars.

Solar cells (Si,CdS,GaAs). 5-10%

Masson-Girardier solar engine. 0.3-0.5 hp

Thermo-electronics Corporation 2-5 hp.
solar engine.

Thermo-electric converters 6-7%
composed of Se,Te,Bi,Sb,Pb,Cd
and Hg.

There is a large market for
solar mechanical engines with
powers ranging from 0.1 to 20 hp
if an installed production cost
of 900 to 1300 dollars per hp is
possible.

Units of 1 to 50 watts for
telecommunication would be useful.
Kilowatt units could be used for
pumping water and as power supply
for rural craft industries.

O,lO/kW

22,000 (1973)

100 ,ODD/kWh

20,000 (1972)

2000 (1960)200-300 watts.Tabor's solar turbine.
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1. The lJidespread introduction of solar installations at the present juncture

and under the conditions prevailing in the developing countries which have

a fundamental value and significance for public authorities and social and

cultural institutions (boarding schools and school canteens, hospitals,

welfare centres, maternity clinics, etc.) represents a ready-made field for

action by Unesco, Unicef, WHO and FAO, to mention only organizations of the

United Nations family;

2. Educational activity associated with the widespread introduction of solar

installations ~s another field in which it would be natural for these

organizations to work - Unesco in regard to eductional programmes (for primary3

secondary and higher education and technical and professional training3
particularly teacher training at all levels)3 WHO and Unicef in regard to health

education and the training of medical staff (doctors3 nurses3 midwives3 etc.)3

FAO and Unicef in regard to rural community development programmes;

3. One of the basic aspects of the widespread small- and medium scale application

of solar energy in developing countries concerns improved conservation of the

natural environment (e.g. vegetation3 soil3 fauna) and a considerable reduction

in pollution in the areas in question. Efforts designed to promote the use of

solar energy can thus be quite naturally integrated with the world-wide campaign

for the conservation of the environment and the control of pollution. When one

considers what consequences the further development3 production and use of solar

installations such as solar cookers3 refrigerators3 air-conditioners, engines

and thermo-electric and photo-voltaic batteries can have in all these fields 3
it would seem to be the duty of all international organizations and institutions

without distinction (although for varying reasons) to contribute jointly towards

the financing of work on such apparatus (research3 development3 establishment

of production units3 etc.).

The preceding remarks are intended more especially for international institutions

or organizations but apply none the less to many others such as private, national

or multi-national foundations 3 associations3 agencies and other organizations.

6.4. A synopsis of a paper by H. Tabor [603].

Dr. Tabor's paper is entitled "Solar energy for developing regions". Tabor was

also a member of the Ad hoc panel (see Section 6.2.). In this introduction he
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remarks that s~nce 1964 the major applications of solar energy for terrestrial

application have changed very little: solar water heaters and solar distillers

are still the two major practical uses. He notes that the use of solar energy

is usually accompanied by large initial capital investments and developing

countries are usually short of capital. He further notes that although a

maintenance-free turbugenerator designed to operate from low-temperature heat

sources such as obtained from solar collectros has been produced commercially

and is being sold throughout the world, not one has been sold for solar operation,

since the economics are against it.

Tabor then lists a number of applications which is not essentially different

from the one compiled by Mounoumi (see Section 6.3.) and will not be repeated

here. The concluding remarks by Tabor are presented fully since, as in the

paper by Mounoumi, they contain some interesting points.

First, a Lvord concerning maintenance. All solar devices need the maintenance of

outdoor installations and some, such as those that are heliostatically mounted,

require considerable additional maintenance. It is sometimes argued that, in

developing countries where labor costs are low, maintenance is not an important

item. I venture to suggest that this is not so: good maintenance requires a

certain state of mind, which is not a function of whether the country is advanced

or not: it is always a problem and design should be towards reducing maintenance

to a minimum:

A second generalization emerges from the examples of the solar power unit and the

solar refrigerator given above, namely that progress in the application of solar

energy may be far more dependant upon progress in areas not directly related to

solar devices - in these examples low-cost heat-storage - than on development

of the solar devices themselves. Materials technology is another area where

progress could help solar energy though progress to date has not been encouraging:

we can send men to the moon and back - which has involved the development of new

materials, but we still do not have a low-cost, long-lived plastic substitute for

glass in solar devices.

A third generalization, already indicated in the introduction, is the limited

and dispersed market for solar devices that make promotion, sale, distribution

and - where necessary - servicing, very difficult and unattractive to private

entrepreneurs. Only government or international agencies can overcome this basic

difficulty. Shortage of capital - and psychological factors related to this

rather than technology - appear to be the major stumbling blocks to more wide

spread use of solar energy in developing countries. In cases where the capital

outlay is not excessive, or where alternatives are either non-existent or difficult
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in a particu~ar roca~ity - such as water heaters and disti~~ation units on the

earth and so~ar ce~~s in space - so~ar devices are being used. But many other

desirable and feasible uses wi~~ not get off the ground because of the capita~

shortage.

It seems that~ for deve~oping countries~ we shou~d put the accent on:

a. assessing true needs for so~ar energy devices - in re~ation to the

aZte:r>natives ;

b. conducting research &n app~ications where the rocar conditions

are important i.e. agricu~tura~ use~ bui~ding design;

c. seeking cooperative action between gove:r>nments to tack~e the prob~em

of financing and promotion on an internationa~ or at ~east regiona~

sca~e.

UNESCO ROLE

Imp~ementation of (a) wou~d invo~ve ~oca~ surveys with the possib~e aid of

specialized personne~ from abroad.

Imp~ementation of (b) invo~ves the creation of ~ocal research institutes devoted

to energy problems general~y (i.e. not limited to so~ar energy). An alte:r>native~

which has much in its favor~ is the creation of a special unit in a existing

university for post-graduate work in these areas. One advantage is the

possibility of multi-discipline approach including the physical~ biological~

social and economic sciences drawing on the different faculties of the university,

thus making use of scarce professiona~ manpower and possibly channelling them

away from more academic pursuits. Within a few years graduates would be drawn

towards these subjects.

In both these programs~ UNESCO could play its part in providing experts,

fe~lowships and possibly some research equipment.

6.5. Suggestions for cooperation with energy research institutes in developing

countries.

When a developed country wants to assist in research and development on energy

devices for developing countries, three questions have to be answered:

I. What kind of research should be carried out?

2. Where should the research be carried out?

3. In what way can a developed country cooperate?

It is clear from the preceeding sections that at present there is no detailed
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knowledge of the energy needs in developing countries. On the other hand Mounoumi

has analysed some of the potential use for energy devices; it is clear from his

paper that if certain devices could be fabricated ~n a given price range they

would become econmically feasible. All five types of research in the field of

solar energy mentioned by Mounoumi (see Section 6.3) are worthy of attention

even if it is at this moment probably easy to show that at the present time

"better" devices, Le. inexpensive devices based on other forms of energy, are

available. Thus research and development programmes on:

I) solar cookers;

2) solar furnaces;

3) solar engines;

4) solar batteries;

5) hothouse cultivation;

may be considered.

It is not difficult to answer the question about the place where solar energy

research should be carried out. The diffuse nature of solar energy makes it

necessary to employ very large devices. For a ten kilowatt solar engine an area

of at least 20 m2 is needed if one optimistically assumes an overall efficiency

of 50%. This means that such units have to be produced locally. Local production

means local experience and there ~s no sense in building up this experience ~n

other countries than where it is to be used. The regional Rand D centres

mentioned in the report of the ad hoc committee on ...•. etc. (see Section 6.2)

may be the type of research centers needed, but ~n our op~n~on it would be

highly advisable if they were part of a university. They would then not only

carry out research but would also form part of an educational programme and thus

help in disseminating the experience acquired to a large number of future

scientists and engineers.

The development of any of the proposed solar devices within a certain time

requires large research groups. Assistance could be given by providing financial

aid in the establishment of new research groups in the framework of a larger

energy programme. This financial aid could take the form of providing expensive

laboratory equipment, establishment of or donations to libraries, payment of

salaries for a certain number of research workers, etc.

A second posibility would be financing programme in the developed country

supplying the aid. We feel that such research would be helpful for a developing

country only if it were carried out in close ealla.Lvi'.:;.tion with a laboratory

in the developing country: only people in developing countries really know

what research is needed and if the results are relevant to their needs.
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This type of aid should be given only if collaboration between an institute

1n a developed country and one in a devloping country exists or is proposed.

In the framework of such a collaboration the exchange of experienced research

workers may also be useful. It should be noted that in our opinion the

exchange of students, which may be useful for other purposes, is not something

to finance under a scientific programme directed at the development of devices:

students are trainees and it is more effective to teach one teacher than to teach

ten exchange students.

As a final point we should like to point out that in the foregoing no distinction

has been made between "advanced" and "less advanced" research. There is sometimes

a tendency to suggest that advanced technological research, as for example

research on solar cells, should be carried out in developed countries. We do not

wish to dispute this but should like to point out that, if we wish to bridge the

technology gap, "advanced" technological research is exactly what is needed for a

developing country. If a developing country is to produce a device which is the

result of an advanced research programme, it will need (local) people trained

1n the problems connected with this device. The best way to train them would

be to involve them in their own research programmes which have to proceed

simultaneously with the developments elsewhere.
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